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Responsible Body’s declaration

In accordance with the Financial Management Act 1994 and the Victorian 
Inspectorate Act 2011, I am pleased to present the Victorian Inspectorate’s 
Annual Report for the year ending 30 June 2017.

Robin Brett QC
Inspector

5 October 2017
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Message from the Inspector

I was appointed the first Inspector 
under the Victorian Inspectorate Act 
2011 (VI Act) as from 1 January 2013.  
My statutory term is due to expire on 
31 December 2017 and its approach 
has led me to reflect on the nature 
and importance of the Victorian 
Inspectorate (VI).  

Every state of Australia has an anti-
corruption authority and a National 
Integrity Commission is currently 
under active consideration by the 
Senate Select Committee.  The VI 
made a submission to the Select 
Committee and in May of this year 
I appeared before the committee 
to give evidence.  The thrust of the 
VI’s submission was that an anti-
corruption commission with coercive 
powers that override the ordinary 
protections that apply to Australian 
citizens under investigation should 
have its activities scrutinised by an 
independent overseer to ensure that 
those powers are not abused.  Four 
of the six states have an Inspectorate 
which performs that function.  I am 
convinced that independent scrutiny 
is essential and my goal has always 
been for the VI to provide that 
scrutiny.  

The VI’s office currently has a 
complement of 14 persons, including 
myself, and its workload is diverse.  
The VI differs from inspectorates 
in other jurisdictions in that it has 
a far wider range of functions.  
Inspectorates in other jurisdictions 
have functions only in respect of 
the anti-corruption authority of 
the jurisdiction; whereas the VI has 
functions not only in respect of the 
Independent Broad-based Anti-
corruption Commission (IBAC),  
but also in respect of the Victorian 
Ombudsman, the Chief Examiner, 
the Victorian Auditor-General’s 
Office, the Public Interest Monitor 
and bodies including Victoria 
Police that have access to covert 
powers.  This makes the work of the 
VI challenging at times, but always 
diverse and stimulating.  

In addition, from 1 July 2017 the 
VI has had functions in respect 
of the newly-established Judicial 
Commission of Victoria, and from 1 
September it will have functions in 
respect of the Office of the Victorian 
Information Commissioner (OVIC).  

I expect that the new jurisdiction 
in respect of OVIC will generate a 
considerable amount of additional 
work for the VI and thus new 
challenges that I am confident the VI 
team will meet.

The VI holds regular meetings of 
all staff to discuss current matters.  
In addition, as part of Law Week - 
2017, on 15,16 and 18 May 2017 VI 
officers attended the Festival Hub 
at the Federation Square.  This was 
an enjoyable and direct means of 
making the work of the VI better 
known to the general public, and 
also provided an opportunity for VI 
officers to engage with personnel 
from other agencies.

Robin Brett QC
Inspector
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Manner of establishment and 
relevant Ministers

The VI was established by the VI 
Act.  Robin Brett QC was appointed 
as the Inspector constituting the 
VI with effect from 1 January 2013; 
his appointment is for a term of five 
years expiring on 31 December 2017.  
The VI commenced operations on 10 
February 2013. 

The VI is an independent body not 
subject to direction or control by 
the executive government.  The 
Inspector is an independent officer 
of the Parliament.

Vision, purpose and values

Our vision is to provide independent 
assurance to Parliament that 
the integrity, accountability and 
investigatory bodies of the State act 
legally and with propriety in carrying 
out their duties and functions and 
in particular in exercising coercive 
powers. 

Our purpose is to assist the 
Parliament, and in particular 
the Independent Broad-based 
Anti-corruption Commission 
Committee (IBAC Committee) and 
the Accountability and Oversight 
Committee of the Parliament (A&O 
Committee), to oversee the principal 
integrity agencies in Victoria. 

The VI is responsible for the 
oversight of the IBAC to ensure 
that it carries out its functions 
under the Independent Broad-
based Anti-corruption Act 2011 
(IBAC Act) lawfully and properly. 
The VI has specific oversight 
responsibilities in relation to the 
Victorian Ombudsman’s office and 
the Victorian Auditor-General’s 
Office (VAGO), as well as in respect 
of the Chief Examiner and Examiners 
under the Major Crime (Investigative 
Powers) Act 2004 (MCIP Act). 

A particular focus of the VI’s 
purpose is oversight of the use of 
coercive powers by the IBAC, the 
Ombudsman’s office, the Chief 

Examiner’s office and VAGO. 

The VI has a role monitoring 
compliance by the Public Interest 
Monitor (PIM) with the requirements 
of the Public Interest Monitor Act 
2011 (PIM Act). It also has a role 
monitoring compliance by agencies 
using surveillance devices and 
engaging in telecommunications 
interception and controlled 
operations with the regulatory 
requirements applying to those 
agencies.

Our values are:

•  Integrity: We are honest, fair, 
independent and transparent in 
achieving our purpose.

•  Impartiality: We make decisions 
and provide advice on merit and 
without bias, caprice, favouritism 
or self-interest, acting fairly by 
objectively considering all rele-
vant facts and applying proper 
criteria.

•  Accountability: We work to 
clear objectives in a transparent 
manner, accepting responsibility 

About the Victorian Inspectorate

Accountability

Professionalism
Integrity

Impartiality Commitment

Respect
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for decisions and actions, seeking 
to achieve best use of resources.

•  Professionalism: We strive 
towards excellence in our work 
and we support each other to 
improve continuously. 

•  Commitment: We utilise our 
skills and expertise to work hard 
together to achieve our purpose 
and we demonstrate that com-
mitment in our engagement with 
other integrity agencies and the 
community we serve. 

•  Respect: We encourage each 
other’s skills and contributions 
and actively promote a culture 
of accepting difference and 
working cooperatively. We also 
strive to promote co-operation in 
our relations with other integrity 

agencies. 

Relationship with the 
Parliament and other 
integrity agencies 

The strength of the integrity system 
in Victoria is founded on the 
accountability each of those bodies 
has to Parliament.  Those bodies 
have important investigative powers 
which significantly impact on the 
well-established rights of Victorian 
citizens.  The VI has a central 
role in assisting the Parliament to 
ensure that a proper balance is 
maintained between the exercise 
of those investigative powers and 
the protection of the rights of 
Victorians, complementing the role 
of the IBAC Committee and the 
A&O Committee. The VI does this 
without interfering in the operational 
business of those bodies.  This 
central role of the VI is particularly 
evident with respect to the IBAC.  
The VI acts, in effect, as the eyes and 
ears of the Parliament.  

Objectives, functions, 
powers and duties

The functions of the VI differ in 
respect of each of the integrity 
bodies that it oversees. 

•  With respect to the IBAC, the 
VI monitors its compliance 
with the IBAC Act and other 

laws, oversees its performance 
of its functions under the 
Protected Disclosure Act 2012 
(PD Act), assesses the legality 
and propriety of its policies 
and procedures and monitors 
the IBAC’s interaction with 
other integrity bodies.  The VI 
receives and may investigate 
complaints about the IBAC 
or IBAC personnel. The VI 
may also investigate aspects 
of the IBAC’s activities on its 
own motion in carrying out its 
oversight functions.  The VI may 
make recommendations to the 
IBAC and may make reports 
to the Parliament; the VI may 
also make recommendations 
to the Chief Commissioner of 
Police and certain other bodies 
about further investigatory or 
enforcement action.

The IBAC plays the leading role 
under the protected disclosure 
legislation, acting as a central 
clearing-house for protected 
disclosures.  The VI oversees 
the performance by the IBAC 
of its functions under the PD 
Act and also has a function 
under the PD Act to receive 
disclosures about the IBAC 
and its officers and determine 
whether those disclosures 
received are protected disclosure 
complaints. In addition to this, 
the VI has a function under the 
PD Act to review the procedures 
established by the IBAC under 
Part 9 of the PD Act and the 
implementation of those 
procedures.

•  In relation to the Ombudsman 
and Ombudsman officers, the VI 
monitors its exercise of coercive 
powers and its compliance with 
procedural fairness requirements.  
The VI receives and may 
investigate complaints about 
Ombudsman officers, and may 
also investigate matters on its 
own motion.  The VI may make 
recommendations and reports 
about the Ombudsman, and 
may make recommendations 
to the Chief Commissioner of 
Police and certain other bodies 
about further investigatory or 

enforcement action. Disclosures 
may also be made to the VI about 
Ombudsman officers under the 
PD Act, and if the VI considers 
that such a disclosure might 
qualify as a protected disclosure 
it must notify it to the IBAC which 
then assesses whether it is a 
protected disclosure complaint. 
In addition the VI has a function 
under the PD Act to review the 
procedures established by the 
Ombudsman under Part 9 of the 
PD Act and the implementation 
of those procedures. 

•  The Chief Examiner and 
Examiners occupy a unique 
position between the Supreme 
Court and Victoria Police.  Under 
the MCIP Act, Victoria Police may 
apply to the Supreme Court for 
a coercive powers order (CPO) in 
connection with the investigation 
of one or more organised 
crime offences.  If granted, 
the CPO authorises the Chief 
Examiner to issue summonses 
requiring persons to attend and 
answer questions and produce 
documents and other things for 
the purposes of the investigation.  
The functions of the VI are to 
monitor compliance by the 
Chief Examiner and Examiners 
with the MCIP Act, assess the 
relevance of any requirement 
to produce documents or other 
things and of any questions 
asked in a coercive examination, 
assess the effectiveness and 
appropriateness of policies 
and procedures of the Chief 
Examiner relating to the legality 
and propriety of the Chief 
Examiner’s activities, and make 
reports and recommendations 
accordingly.  The VI may also 
receive complaints about the 
Chief Examiner’s exercise of 
coercive powers.  Disclosures 
may also be made to the VI 
about the Chief Examiner or 
an Examiner under the PD Act, 
and if the VI considers that such 
a disclosure might qualify as 
a protected disclosure it must 
notify it to the IBAC which then 
assesses whether it is a protected 
disclosure complaint.



•  The VI has a limited range of 
functions in relation to the 
Auditor-General and the VAGO.  
The Auditor-General has power 
to issue a notice requiring a 
person to appear personally 
before him or her and to produce 
documents necessary for their 
examination, and a function of 
the VI is to monitor the use of 
that power; but the power has 
not been used since the VI came 
into existence.  The VI may also 
receive a very limited range of 
complaints about VAGO, and 
monitors VAGO’s compliance 
with a small number of legislative 
requirements. Disclosures may 
also be made to the VI about 
VAGO officers under the PD 
Act, and if the VI considers that 
such a disclosure might qualify 
as a protected disclosure it must 
notify it to the IBAC which then 
assesses whether it is a protected 
disclosure complaint.

•  The Public Interest Monitors 
(PIMs) appear in courts and 
before the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal to represent 
the public interest on a range 
of applications, including 
applications for coercive powers 
orders, warrants authorising 
the use of telecommunications 
interceptions or surveillance 
devices and similar orders and 
warrants.  Very strict regulations 
govern the PIMs’ receipt and 
disposal of material relating to 
such applications, which often 
includes information that it highly 
sensitive and/or dangerous.  The 
VI monitors the PIMs’ records 
relating to compliance with those 
regulatory requirements.

•  The VI also monitors compliance 
with regulatory requirements by 
Victoria Police, the IBAC, the 
Game Management Authority 
(GMA), the Department of 
Economic Development, Jobs, 
Transport and Resources 
(DEDJTR) and the Department 
of Environment, Land, Water, 
and Planning (DELWP), 
all of which may in certain 
circumstances use covert powers 
such as telecommunication 
interception, surveillance devices 
and controlled operations.

New jurisdiction:

•  In relation to the Judicial 
Commission of Victoria, 
which commenced operations 
on 1 July 2017, the VI has the 
function to monitor the Judicial 
Commission’s use of coercive 
powers under the Judicial 
Commission of Victoria Act 
2016. Disclosures may also be 
made to the VI about an officer 
of the Judicial Commission 
under the PD Act (other than a 
Judicial member of the Board 
of the Judicial Commission), 
and if the VI considers that such 
a disclosure might qualify as 
a protected disclosure it must 
notify it to the IBAC which then 
assesses whether it is a protected 
disclosure complaint.  In addition 
to this, the VI has an obligation 
under the PD Act to review 
the procedures established 
by the Judicial Commission 
under Part 9 of the PD Act and 
the implementation of those 
procedures. 

•  In relation to the Office of 
the Victorian Information 
Commissioner (OVIC), which 
commenced operations on 
1 September 2017, the VI is 
responsible for monitoring its 
exercise of coercive powers and 
its compliance with procedural 
fairness requirements.  The VI 
will be able to receive and may 
investigate complaints about the 
OVIC, and may also investigate 
matters on its own motion.  

Direct costs attributable to 
machinery of government 

changes

There are no direct costs attributable 
to machinery of government changes 
to report.
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Performance reporting

7%
Increase in 
number of  
complaints

4%
Decrease in 
number of 
enquiries

Complaints

VI’s jurisdiction
During the reporting period, the VI was able to receive 
and investigate certain complaints made to it about1 – 

•  the IBAC or the IBAC personnel in regard to 
their conduct in respect of the performance or 
exercise, failure to perform or exercise or purported 
performance or purported exercise of their duties, 
functions or powers in relation to any matter; 

•  Victorian Ombudsman officers in regard to their 
conduct in respect of the exercise or purported 
exercise of coercive powers in relation to any 
matter, or compliance with procedural fairness 
requirements in the performance of functions under 
the Ombudsman Act 1973 (Ombudsman Act) or 
any other Act, including in the conduct of enquiries 
and investigations and the making of reports and 
recommendations under the Ombudsman Act or any 
other Act;

•  the Chief Examiner or Examiners  in regard to 
their conduct in respect of the exercise or purported 
exercise of coercive powers in relation to any matter 
or compliance with the MCIP Act; and

1 Section 43 of the VI Act.

•  VAGO officers in regard to their conduct in respect of 
the exercise or purported exercise of coercive powers 
in relation to any matter or compliance with certain 
specific sections of the Audit Act 1994 (Audit Act). 

The jurisdiction of the VI to receive complaints varies 
according to the agency complained about.  The VI may 
receive a very wide range of complaints about the IBAC, 
a different and more narrow range about Ombudsman 
officers and the Chief Examiner and Examiners, and a 
very narrow range about VAGO officers.  

In addition, section 9 of the Schedule of the VI Act 
enables a person to make a complaint to the VI about 
any administrative action taken by the Office of Police 
Integrity (OPI) before the commencement day (10 
February 2013) that could have been the subject of a 
complaint to the Ombudsman (or an investigation of the 
Ombudsman’s own motion) before that day.



Complaints and enquiries received 
in 2016–17

The VI distinguishes between 
complaints and enquiries.  

An enquiry is a contact from a 
member of the public seeking 
information about the VI’s complaint 
processes or other information.  An 
enquiry may or may not proceed to 
become a complaint. 

A complaint is a matter where the VI 
has received a completed complaint 

form or other substantive information 
from a person who has made it clear 
that his or her intention is to make a 
complaint to the VI.

In addition to complaints and 
enquiries received from members 
of the public, the VI received during 
the reporting period one notification 
from the Ombudsman under section 
16F(2) of the Ombudsman Act. This 
provision requires the Ombudsman 
to notify the VI of any complaint 
which appears to relate to the 

conduct of, among others, the IBAC, 
IBAC personnel or an Ombudsman 
officer. The notification received 
by the VI concerned the IBAC or 
IBAC personnel. In addition, three 
complaints about the IBAC were 
notified during the reporting period 
by the IBAC itself under section 71 
of the IBAC Act.  The IBAC did not 
refer any complaint to the VI under 
section 73 of the IBAC Act during 
this financial year.

36
Complaints 
about 
the IBAC or 
IBAC
personnel

43
Enquiries 
about 
the IBAC or 
IBAC 
personnel

32
Complaints 
about 
Victorian 
Ombudsman 
officers

27
Enquiries 
about
Victorian 
Ombudsman 
officers

1
Complaint 
about  
VAGO

0
Complaints 
about 
the Chief 
Examiner
or Examiner

3
Complaints 
about the 
OPI

18
Non-
jurisdictional 
enquiries

In 2016–17 the VI received a total of 72 complaints and 88 enquiries:

This is a 7% increase on the number of complaints and 4% decrease on the 
number of enquiries compared with the previous financial year.
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0

Other
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How the VI assesses complaints

Upon receipt of each complaint or enquiry the 
VI assesses it for three purposes:

•  first, to consider whether it may be a 
protected disclosure;

•  secondly, to determine whether the VI has 
jurisdiction to investigate it; and

•  thirdly, where the VI considers that it has 
jurisdiction to investigate the complaint, to 
determine whether it warrants investigation.

The assessment process requires the VI to 
gain a full understanding of the matters about 
which the complainant is complaining, and of 
the decision that has been made by the agency 
concerned, including the reasons for that 
decision.

It is frequently the case that the information 
provided with a complaint initially is not 
sufficient for this purpose. In such cases the 
VI usually first seeks further information from 
the complainant.  In some cases, for example 
where complex communication with the 
complainant is difficult, the VI may seek the 
further information it needs from the agency 
concerned (almost always the IBAC or the 
Ombudsman’s office).  

In some cases it is evident from the outset that 
the complaint does not warrant investigation.  
The reasons for this may be varied. The 
complaint may lack any particularity; for 
example, the complainant may not identify 
any particular conduct about which he or she 
is complaining.  It may consist of extreme 
allegations unsupported by any direct or 
circumstantial evidence.  In such cases, the 
VI informs the complainant that it will take 
no further action unless further credible 
information is provided. 

Where the complaint is credible on its face, the 
VI’s usual practice is to request the operational 
file from the agency concerned.  After 
reviewing the file the VI is usually in a position 
to determine whether or not the complaint 
warrants investigation.  

Where a matter is considered to be within 
jurisdiction but not meriting investigation, the 
reasons for not investigating vary but include 
such factors as the complaint lacking substance 
or the subject-matter of the complaint already 
having been fully investigated by another 
agency (including in some cases having 
been considered by a court).  The most 
common reason why a complaint does not 
merit investigation is that no potential error is 
identified in the manner in which the agency 
complained about has acted.  

Complaint received

Acknowledge receipt of complaint

Assess complaint 
Is complaint within jurisdiction? 
– Section 43 of the VI Act 
– Referred protected disclosure complaint 
– Complaint referred under section 73 of the IBAC Act

Is more information required in order to assess jurisdiction? 
– Seek further information from complainant 
– Seek information from agency

Assess whether complaint merits investigation 
  Credibility, including evidentiary support
  Time elapsed since subject of complaint occured
 Availability of more appropriate remedy
  Significance of alleged conduct
  Is further information required? 

– Contact complainant 
– Obtain agency file/seek information from agency

Complaint  
is within 

jurisdiction

Complaint  
merits 
investigation 
 Notify complainant
  Notify agency (unless 

this could prejudice 
investigation)

Complaint does not 
merit investigation 
  Advise complainant that 

no further action will be 
taken, giving reasons

  Advise agency of decision 
(if relevant)

Complaint is outside jurisdiction 
  Advise complainant in writing of decision
  Advise agency of decision (if relevant)

CONDUCT INVESTIGATION

Figure 1: VI’s complaint assessment flowchart



Complaint outcomes
Of the 36 complaints received about 
the IBAC or IBAC personnel:

•  one is being investigated as part 
of an own motion investigation

•  three were deemed closed as 
requested information was not 
provided by the complainant

•  17 were closed as there was 
insufficient evidence to support 
the allegations, or there was no 
evidence to suggest that the 
IBAC had improperly exercised 
its discretion whether or not to 
investigate a complaint that had 
been made to it

•  one complaint is on hold, as per 
the complainant’s request 

•  two complaints were resolved, 
with IBAC providing a remedy

•  six complaints were considered to 
be outside of the VI’s jurisdiction

•  six complaints were still being 
considered by the VI as at 30 
June 2017.

Of the 32 complaints received about 
Ombudsman officers:

•  two were deemed closed because 
information requested was not 
provided by the complainant

•  21 were closed because there 
was insufficient evidence to 
support the allegations, or 
because the Ombudsman 
officer’s conduct was reasonable 
in the circumstances 

•  four complaints were not 
considered by the VI because 
they were still being considered 
by the Victorian Ombudsman

•  one complaint was considered to 
be outside the VI’s jurisdiction

•  one complaint was referred to the 
IBAC

•  three complaints were still being 
considered by the VI as at 30 
June 2017.

The one complaint received about 
VAGO was considered to be outside 
the VI’s jurisdiction.

Three complaints were received 
about the OPI of which:

•  one was outside the VI’s 
jurisdiction

•  one was deemed closed as 
requested information was not 
provided by the complainant

•  one was closed as there was 
insufficient evidence to support 
the allegations.

Figure 2: VI’s protected disclosures (PD) 
 assessment flowchart
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ADVICE
the VI will 

provide written 
acknowledgement of 

the disclosure.

ADVICE
the VI will advise 

the discloser of the 
correct body to make 

the disclosure to.

NOTIFY IBAC
the VI will notify the disclosure to 

IBAC for assessment within 28 days 
from the date the disclosure was 

made. IBAC will assess and handle 
the disclosure after this notification.

INVESTIGATION AS A 
COMPLAINT

the VI may investigate the  
‘disclosure’ as a ‘complaint’ 

under the VI Act.

ADVICE
the VI will advise 
the discloser of 

this determination, 
in writing.

INVESTIGATION
the VI will 

investigate the PD 
complaint.

The VI will assess whether the 
disclosure is a PD complaint under 

the PD Act.

The VI will consider whether 
the disclosure is an assessable 
disclosure under the PD Act.

The VI receives a 
‘disclosure’.

No

Within jurisdiction
Not within 
jurisdiction

Yes

The VI will consider whether it has 
jurisdiction to receive the disclosure.

Does the disclosure relate to the IBAC 
or an IBAC officer?

Assessed as not being 
a PD complaint

Assessed as being a 
PD complaint

Considered to be an 
assessable disclosure

Considered not to be an 
assessable disclosure



Investigations

The VI may investigate a complaint received either directly or as a referral. It must investigate a protected 
disclosure complaint. The VI can also investigate matters on its own motion.

In 2015–16 the VI commenced two own motion investigations about IBAC’s conduct. One investigation was 
completed in 2016–17 to the stage of a draft report (which was subsequently finalised after consideration of 
submissions made by the IBAC) and the other is continuing.

Figure 3: VI’s investigation flowchart

Plan investigation 
• Investigation commencement 
• Planning phase 
• Notify agency in writing if investigating a complaint  
 (unless this could prejudice the investigation)

Exercise of specific powers 
• VI may conduct an inquiry (Sections 49 and 50 of the VI Act) 
• VI may hold an examination (Section 51(1) of the VI Act) 
• VI may enter, search, inspect, copy and seize any document (Section 63 of the VI Act) 
• VI may require persons to attend issue witness summons (Section 53 of the VI Act) 
• VI may require documents to be produced (Section 60 of the VI Act) 
• VI may administer oath/affirmation (Section 62 of the VI Act) 
• VI may issue a Confidentiality Notice (Section 38 of the VI Act)

Weigh up probative value of information received 
• Implementation Phase 
• File & information management 
• Recording critical decisions 
• Investigation Closure 
• Is an adverse report likely? (If so, the VI must provide opportunity to comment)

Communicate outcome to complainant

Communicate outcome to agency

Possible outcomes of an investigation

• Recommendations (ie. prevent specified conduct from continuing, to remedy harm  
 arising from conduct) to:
 — IBAC (Section 78 of the VI Act)
 — VAGO (Section 80 of the VI Act)
 — Ombudsman (Section 82 of the VI Act)
 — Chief Examiner (Section 84 of the VI Act)
• Recommendation not to report must be in writing
• The VI may require the IBAC to report to the VI on recommendations
• The VI may recommend disciplinary action to the IBAC (in private)
• The VI may make public recommendations (Section 79(2) of the VI Act)
• The VI may make recommendations to the Chief Commissioner of Police, the Director  
 of Public Prosecutions, the Australian Federal Police, the Auditor-General, the  
 Victorian Workcover Authority, Other Body re: IBAC
• The VI may report to each House of Parliament (the public body must be given right  
 to respond to adverse comments and the VI to set out responses in report)
• Provide advice to a complainant, ie. any action taken by the VI and any  
 recommendations by the VI that action be taken by a person or the body
 (Section 79(1) or 79(3) of the VI Act)
• Do any or all of these things
• Make no finding or take no action following investigation
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Examinations and interviews 

Examinations and interviews are part of the VI’s 
investigative processes.

An examination takes place when a person is 
summoned by the VI pursuant to section 53 of the 
VI Act.  Examinations are conducted on oath or 
affirmation.  A person summoned may be required 
to answer questions or to produce specified 
documents or things, or both. 

An interview takes place when a person attends at 
the VI’s office to answer questions without being 
summoned.  An interview may be conducted on 
oath or affirmation if the interviewee agrees.  

In 2016–17 the VI issued three summonses under 
section 53 of the VI Act.  A total of two witnesses 
were examined and one was required to produce 
documents.  A further seven witnesses were 
interviewed.

The VI is also empowered to issue confidentiality 
notices, and to direct a person summoned not 
to engage a particular legal representative 
(though the person may engage another legal 
representative).  In 2016–17 the VI issued seven 
confidentiality notices and cancelled six. The VI did 
not issue restrictions of legal representation during 
this financial year.

In addition, the VI made nine requests for 
reasonable assistance pursuant to section 48(1) 
of the VI Act, eight of which were complied with.  
Of those eight, four resulted in the interview of a 
person (as noted above) and four resulted in the 
provision of documents.

IBAC
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Ombudsman
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Chief Examiner
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VAGO
0

Notifications received in 2016-17
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Total of notifications received

Monitoring and oversight: coercive 
powers and legislative compliance
Agencies using coercive powers are required to notify 
the VI each time they are used.  They are also required 
to notify the VI of the issue or cancellation of any 
confidentiality notice, and any direction not to engage 
a specified legal practitioner.  The VI received a total of 
709 notifications during the reporting period. This was a 
34.6% decrease over the previous financial year. 
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The primary reason for the reduction 
in the number of notifications 
received was a substantial reduction 
in the number of summonses issued 
by IBAC compared with the previous 
year.  However although the number 
of summonses and thus the number 
of coercive examinations conducted 
by IBAC decreased, VI staff observed 
that the length and complexity of the 
coercive examinations conducted was 
somewhat greater than in previous 
years.  

IBAC
Comprehensiveness and adequacy 
of reports made to the VI by the 
IBAC

The IBAC Act requires the IBAC to 
report a number of matters to the VI.

•  Section 117 of the IBAC Act 
requires the IBAC to report to the 
VI any determination to hold an 
examination in public.  The report 
is required to address the reasons 
why the IBAC considered that 
the requirements of that section 
in relation to the holding of 
examinations in public were met.  
In the 2016–17 reporting year 
the VI received one notification 
relating to section 117 of the 
IBAC Act.

•  Section 122 of the IBAC Act 
requires the IBAC to report to 
the VI the issue of any witness 
summons, including the name 
of the person summoned and 
the reasons why the summons 
was issued. The VI received 288 
notifications relating to the issue 
of witness summonses during 
the reporting period; 31 of these 
summonses required immediate 
attendance by the person 
summoned.

•  Section 134 of the IBAC Act 
requires the IBAC to give the VI 
a copy of the video recording 
and any transcript of a coercive 
examination.  The VI received 
35 notifications relating to the 
conduct of examinations during 
the reporting period.

•  Sections 142 and 154 of the 
IBAC Act both require the IBAC 
to report to the VI the issue of 
certain arrest warrants.  The IBAC 
did not report the issue of any 
such warrant during the reporting 
period. 

•  Section 43 of the IBAC Act 
requires the IBAC to give the VI 
copies of any confidentiality notice 
issued by it, and certain related 
documents including cancellations 
of confidentiality notices.  The VI 
received 184 notifications relating 
to the issue and cancellation of 
confidentiality notices during the 
reporting period.

•  In addition, the VI may request 
reports from the IBAC in relation 
to coercive questioning and 
in making recommendations.  
During the current reporting 
period the VI did not consider 
it necessary to make any such 
requests. 

Generally the VI considers 
comprehensiveness to include the 
scope and detail of information 
provided, while adequacy is 
assessed by considering whether 
sufficient information was provided 
to allow the VI to make an 
assessment as to whether it met 
legislative requirements. 

As was the case in 2015–16, while 
the IBAC generally continued to 
make reports to the VI that were 
comprehensive and adequate, the 
VI did raise a number of specific 
matters for the IBAC’s attention 
during the reporting period. These 
included matters regarding the 
adequacy of the reasons provided 
by the IBAC for issuing a witness 
summons and issues regarding 
inconsistent details included in 
documents provided to the VI.  

The VI continues to raise such 
matters as they arise. As stated 
above, they occur in a minority of 
cases.  Where the VI receives an 
insufficient report, it requests a 
supplementary report.   

Compliance with the VI Act and 
the IBAC Act

The VI has a broad function 
under section 11(2)(a) of the VI 
Act. It requires the VI to monitor 
the compliance of IBAC with its 

legislative responsibilities under 
the IBAC Act and other laws. Such 
monitoring involves checking that 
the business IBAC has created and 
developed to perform its statutory 
functions enables the IBAC and its 
personnel to perform those statutory 
functions in accordance with the 
IBAC Act and other applicable laws. 

In 2016–17 the VI commenced a 
project in respect of the IBAC’s 
handling of police complaints. 
This arose from the VI’s overview 
of IBAC’s business in the previous 
financial year and is ongoing at the 
conclusion of the financial year.  The 
VI has completed activities that 
include substantive reviews of IBAC’s 
policies and procedures in respect 
of complaints handling, as well as 
file reviews of a sample of police 
complaint files. This includes matters 
both raised directly with IBAC and 
referred to IBAC by Victoria Police. 
The VI has met with IBAC’s Chief 
Executive Officer and Manager of 
Assessment and Review to discuss 
this project. This has provided the 
VI with a preliminary basis upon 
which to further direct its activities 
particularly in light of the IBAC 
Committee’s review.

Compliance by the IBAC with the 
PD Act 

The IBAC has a number of functions 
under Part 8 of the PD Act which it 
must comply with. These functions 
generally include:

•  receiving, assessing and handling 
disclosures and notifications from 
other entities and determining 
whether those disclosures are 
protected disclosure complaints; 
and

•  assisting the public sector to 
increase its capacity  to comply 
with the protected disclosure 
scheme.

The VI oversees the performance 
and compliance of these functions, 
through its oversight functions 
contained within the PD Act and the 
VI Act. The VI has a general function 
of overseeing the performance by 
the IBAC of its functions under the 
PD Act; and it reviews the policies 
and procedures established by the 
IBAC under the PD Act and the 
implementation of those policies and 
procedures.  
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Development of a new monitoring 
system by the VI

The VI has developed a new 
monitoring system to oversee the 
performance by the IBAC of its 
functions under the PD Act. The VI is 
currently in the process of finalising 
the implementation of this new 
system and as part of this process, 
the VI has been engaging with 
stakeholders within the protected 
disclosure system to consolidate 
and improve upon the research and 
development that it has previously 
undertaken. Further updates about 
the VI’s new monitoring system will 
be provided within the next financial 
year.

Protected Disclosure Liaison 
Group 

In addition to its oversight 
functions discussed above, the VI 
also participates in the Protected 
Disclosure Liaison Group (PDLG).

The PDLG consists of representatives 
of the IBAC, the VI, the Ombudsman, 
the Victoria Police and the President 
of the Legislative Council and the 
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, 
who meet on a quarterly basis to 
discuss issues and opportunities for 
improvement within the protected 
disclosure regime. 

The PDLG facilitates greater 
stakeholder engagement within the 
protected disclosure regime and 
enables the VI to be more pro-active 
in its oversight functions of the IBAC 
and other integrity bodies.

Details of the extent to which 
action recommended by the VI 
to be taken by the IBAC has been 
taken

The VI did not make any 
recommendations to the IBAC during 
the reporting period.

Public Interest Monitors 
The VI conducted one inspection of 
the records kept by the PIM during 
the reporting period.  

The PIM was found to be fully 
compliant with the requirements of 
the legislation, and fully cooperative, 
providing all possible assistance 
to the VI in the performance of its 
functions.  

Chief Examiner and 
Examiners 

During the reporting period the 
Chief Examiner (without being 
under any obligation to do so) 
reported to the VI on a number 
of court proceedings arising 
out of examinations or related 
to prosecutions that took place 
following examinations.  Similar 
reports have regularly been made 
to the VI and its predecessor, the 
Special Investigations Monitor.  The 
VI in each case reviews the relevant 
proceedings, but has not found it 
necessary to do more than note them.  

The VI did not make any 
recommendations to the Chief 
Examiner during the reporting period. 

This financial year the VI reviewed 
its functions in relation to the Chief 
Examiner and Examiners under the 
MCIP Act.  This review included 
a fresh analysis of the relevant 
legislation, review of the reports 
currently provided by the Chief 
Examiner and an assessment of the 
procedural guidelines used to guide 
the operations of the Chief Examiner. 

Report – Coercive Powers Orders, 
custody orders, summonses and 
compulsory examinations

During the reporting period the 
Chief Examiner notified the VI of 
the making of two Coercive Powers 
Orders (CPOs) by the Supreme Court 
and the extension of one.

Section 52 of the MCIP Act requires 
the Chief Examiner to report to the 
VI each time a witness summons is 
issued or a custody order is made.  
The report must be made within 
three days after the summons is 
issued or the order is made, and 
must set out the name of the person 
concerned and the reasons why the 
summons was issued or the order 
was made.

During the reporting period the 
Chief Examiner made 53 reports to 
the VI under section 52 of the MCIP 
Act of which –

•  38 were reports of the issue of 
a summons to a person to give 
evidence

•  8 were reports of the making of a 
custody order

•  7 were reports of the issue of a 
summons to produce documents 
or things.

There were no reports of a person 
being summoned both to give 
evidence and to produce documents 
or things.

Fifty-two of the reports were made 
within the three-day period required 
by the MCIP Act.  One was two days 
late, and the VI did not consider it 
necessary to take any action about 
the delay.  

Section 53 of the MCIP Act requires 
the Chief Examiner to give a 
written report to the VI as soon as 
practicable after an examination has 
been completed, setting out various 
matters and including copies of the 
video recording and any transcript of 
the examination.  

During the reporting period the 
Chief Examiner reported under 
section 53 in relation to the 
examinations of 47 persons.  All were 
civilians (non-police) and 26 of them 
were legally represented. 

Comprehensiveness and Adequacy 
of Reports

All of the reports made to the VI by 
the Chief Examiner under section 
52 of the MCIP Act contained all 
the required information and were 
comprehensive and adequate.

Similarly, all of the section 53 reports 
contained the information required 
under the Act and prescribed by the 
Regulations and were comprehensive 
and adequate. The VI reviews all 
of the recordings and transcripts 
provided.  In all cases reviewed 
the Chief Examiner or Examiner 
explained to the witness his or her 
right to receive legal advice and to 
be legally represented.

The VI is satisfied that the questions 
asked during coercive examinations 
by the Chief Examiner, and the 
documents or things required to be 
produced by the Chief Examiner, 
were relevant and appropriate to 
the purposes of the investigations 
in the course of which the coercive 
examinations were conducted 
and the documents or things were 
required to be produced.



Victoria Police and the Chief 
Commissioner 
Pursuant to section 66 of the MCIP 
Act, the Chief Commissioner must 
ensure that certain records and other 
prescribed matters, documents and 
things are recorded and kept on a 
register which is then made available 
for inspection by the VI.  

In this regard, the Chief 
Commissioner is required to report 
in writing to the VI every six months 
on a range of matters set out in 
the Major Crime (Investigative 
Powers) Regulations 2015 (MCIP 
Regulations).  These include, for 
example, the number of CPO 
applications, extensions, variations 
and revocations sought by Victoria 
Police in proceedings brought before 
the Supreme Court; the number of 
witness summonses issued by the 
Chief Examiner upon application 
by a member of Victoria Police and 
the number of ‘Custody Order’ 
applications granted and refused 
by both the Supreme Court and the 
Chief Examiner.

In the current reporting period, 
the Chief Commissioner provided 
the VI with two written reports as 
required by section 66 of the MCIP 
Act.  These reports covered the 
periods 1 July 2016 to 31 December 
2016 and 1 January 2017 to 30 
June 2017 respectively.  The VI is 
satisfied both with the adequacy and 
comprehensiveness of the reports, 
each containing all the matters 
required under the Act and the 
Regulations.

Pursuant to Reg.11(n) of the MCIP 
Regulations, the Chief Commissioner 
is also required to report the 
following matters to the VI within 
three years after the expiry of a CPO; 
the number of CPO ‘organised crime 
offence’ prosecutions commenced; 
the outcome of those prosecutions 
(if known) and the evidentiary and 
intelligence value of information 
obtained under that CPO.

During the period under review, the 
Chief Commissioner provided the VI 
with a written report containing the 
information specified in Reg.11(n).  
The VI is satisfied with both the 
adequacy and comprehensiveness 
of the report, which contained all 
the matters required under the 
Regulations.

The VI is satisfied that the Chief 
Commissioner complied with the 
provisions of the MCIP Act and 
the requirements of the MCIP 
Regulations during the period the 
subject of this report.

Cooperation

Full cooperation from the Chief 
Commissioner and police members 
continued during the reporting year 
and was greatly appreciated by the 
VI and its staff.

VAGO  
In the course of discharging his 
various functions and powers under  
the Audit Act, the Auditor-General 
can require a person to appear 
before him, either to produce 
specified documents or for 
the purpose of conducting an 
examination (i.e. to give evidence 
on oath or affirmation) or both.
The Auditor-General is required to 
provide the VI with a written report 
specifying the name of the person 
and the reasons why he or she was 
required to attend.  The report must 
be given to the VI within three days 
of the Auditor-General issuing the 
requirement to attend (section 11A 
of the Audit Act). 

The VI did not receive any such 
reports in the year under review, 
meaning it was unnecessary to assess 
the Auditor-General’s compliance 
with these statutory requirements. 

The VI also noted that in the course 
of carrying out his various statutory 
functions, the Auditor-General 
completed a substantial number of 
performance audits.  

During 2016–17, the Inspector 
engaged with the new Auditor-
General in relation to the VI’s 
oversight of VAGO.  

As part of this engagement the 
Auditor-General provided detailed 
information, including policies and 
procedures, in relation to the use 
of coercive powers by VAGO. The 
Inspector and the Auditor-General 
also discussed the VI’s function to 
monitor VAGO’s compliance with 
specific sections of the Audit Act.  
As a result of discussions, a new 
monitoring tool was developed 
to assist both offices to fulfil their 
functions in relation to the VI’s 
oversight. This new monitoring 
tool enables the Auditor-General 
to report to the VI on any relevant 
activities during the year. During 
2017–18, the VI will continue to work 
with VAGO to ensure that the VI’s 
oversight is as relevant and effective 
as possible.

The VI may request reports of 
the Auditor-General in relation 
to coercive questioning and in 
making recommendations, against 
which the VI is to report on the 
comprehensiveness and adequacy of 
those reports. As no coercive powers 
were exercised by VAGO officers 
during the reporting period the VI 
did not make any such requests. 
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Ombudsman 
Details of the results of the VI’s 
monitoring of the exercise of 
coercive powers by Ombudsman 
officers

Section 18A of the Ombudsman Act 
requires the Ombudsman to report 
to the VI the name of each person 
summoned to give evidence in an 
investigation conducted by the 
Ombudsman.  The report must be 
provided within three days after the 
issue of the summons and must also 
state the reasons why the summons 
was issued. 

During the reporting period the 
Ombudsman reported the issue of 
15 summonses to the VI.

Section 18F(7) of the Ombudsman 
Act requires the Ombudsman 
to provide the VI with a copy 
of an audio or video recording 
of the examination of a person 
whose attendance before an 
Ombudsman officer was a 
compulsory appearance.  The term 
“compulsory appearance” applies 
to any person who was examined 
on oath or affirmation, whether or 
not pursuant to a summons.  The 
VI received audio recordings of the 
examinations of 51 persons who 
made compulsorily appearances 
before Ombudsman officers.

Section 26E of the Ombudsman 
Act requires the Ombudsman to 
provide the VI with copies of any 
confidentiality notice issued by the 
Ombudsman during an investigation 
and certain other documents 
relating to confidentiality notices. 
During the reporting period the 
Ombudsman reported to the VI that 
29 confidentiality notices had been 
issued.

The VI reviewed the reports, 
summonses, confidentiality notices 
and audio recordings received from 
the Ombudsman. The review found 
that they were both compliant with 
the provisions of the Ombudsman 
Act that relate to the exercise of 
coercive power by the Ombudsman 
and that the exercise of coercive 
power was appropriate in all cases. 

The complaint function of the VI 
under section 43(5)(a) of the VI 
Act allows the VI to review specific 

instances of the exercise of coercive 
power by the VO. In this reporting 
period, the VI did not receive any 
complaints about the exercise of 
coercive power by the VO.  

In the course of the VI’s monitoring 
functions this reporting period, 
the VO has engaged with the 
Ombudsman to enhance the VI’s 
knowledge of the investigatory 
context in which persons are 
examined by the Ombudsman. Such 
context assists the VI in monitoring 
the legality and propriety of the 
exercise of coercive power by the 
Ombudsman. The VI also engaged 
with the office of the Ombudsman 
to facilitate the receipt by the VI of 
regular up-to-date copies of the 
policies and procedures utilised by 
the Ombudsman relevant to the 
exercise of coercive power. 

Details of the results of the 
VI’s monitoring of compliance 
by Ombudsman officers with 
procedural fairness requirements 
in the performance of functions 
under the Ombudsman Act 1973 
or any other Act, including in 
the conduct of enquiries and 
investigations and the making of 
reports and recommendations 
under the Ombudsman Act or any 
other Act 

It is a function of the VI under 
section 11(4)(a)(ii) of the VI Act to 
monitor compliance by Ombudsman 
officers with procedural fairness 
requirements in the performance of 
its functions under the Ombudsman 
Act, including in the conduct 
of enquiries and investigations 
and the making of reports and 
recommendations.  

The complaint function of the 
VI under section 43(5)(b) of the 
VI Act allows the VI to review 
specific instances of compliance 
by the VO with the requirements 
of procedural fairness. The VI has 
received 32 complaints alleging 
non-compliance with procedural 
fairness requirements by the VO 
during this reporting period.  In the 
management of those complaints, 
the VI found that the Ombudsman is 
effective in providing complainants 
with the opportunity to be heard in 
the consideration of their complaints. 

To enhance the monitoring by the VI 
of this compliance function, the VI 
has engaged with the office of the 
Ombudsman during this reporting 
period (i) to facilitate a deeper 
operational understanding by the 
VI of the discretions exercised by 
Ombudsman officers in making 
decisions to enquire or investigate 
or not to enquire or investigate 
complaints made to the Ombudsman 
and (ii) to facilitate the receipt by the 
VI of regular up-to-date copies of 
the policies and procedures utilised 
by the Ombudsman in its complaint 
management practice. 

Details of the comprehensiveness 
and adequacy of reports made to 
the VI by the Ombudsman under 
the VI Act

The VI may request a report from 
the Ombudsman under section 42 of 
the VI Act in relation to the coercive 
questioning in an investigation 
conducted by the Ombudsman.  
During the current reporting period 
the VI did not consider it necessary 
to make requests for such reports 
from the Ombudsman.

Judicial Commission  
of Victoria

The Judicial Commission came into 
operation on 1 July 2017. The VI has 
had preliminary discussions with a 
Board member and the Director of 
the Judicial Commission as to the 
oversight role of the VI, which is 
directed to monitoring the exercise 
of coercive power of the Judicial 
Commission.  Next financial year, 
the VI will report on the systems the 
VI will implement to receive notice 
of the exercise of coercive power 
and any recommendations the VI 
may make in relation to Judicial 
Commission guidelines for the 
exercise of coercive power.

The VI will also review the protected 
disclosure procedures established by 
the Judicial Commission pursuant to 
its obligations under the PD Act.
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Office of the Victorian 
Information Commissioner

OVIC comes into operation in 
September 2017. The VI has had 
preliminary discussions with 
representatives of the Office 
of the Freedom of Information 
Commissioner and the Office of the 
Commissioner for Privacy and Data 
Protection as to the oversight role 
of the VI. Next financial year, the VI 
will report on the systems the VI will 
implement to monitor the exercise 
of coercive powers by OVIC and 
the compliance by OVIC with the 
requirements of procedural fairness 
in carrying out its functions.

Oversight functions of the 
VI in relation to the use 
of telecommunications 
interception, surveillance 
devices and controlled 
operations 

The responsibilities of the VI in 
respect of the above matters include 
the inspection of records and 
monitoring legislative compliance.

Telecommunications interception

Eligible authorities of the State 
of Victoria that are declared by 
the Commonwealth Attorney-
General under section 34 of the 
Telecommunications (Interception 
and Access) Act 1979 (Cth) (TIA Act) 
to be agencies for the purpose of 
that Act are permitted to intercept 
telecommunications under the 
authority of a warrant and to make 
certain uses of lawfully intercepted 
information.  As a condition of the 
Commonwealth Minister making 
a declaration at the request of a 
State Premier, a State must have 
legislation in place which addresses 
the accountability of the State 
agencies through record keeping 
requirements and inspection 
oversight.  In Victoria the relevant 
legislative provisions are found in the 
Telecommunications (Interception) 
(State Provisions) Act 1988 (TISP Act).

The VI is required under the TISP 
Act to inspect the records of Victoria 
Police and the IBAC at least twice 
each year and to report annually 

after 1 July to the Police Minister 
and the Minister (being the Minister 
responsible for the IBAC, currently 
the Special Minister of State) on 
the results of these inspections. 
The VI may also report at any other 
time and must do so if asked by the 
Police Minister, Minister or Attorney-
General.  In reporting under the 
provisions of the TISP Act, the VI 
may include a report on any matter 
where, as a result of the inspection 
of agency records, the VI is of the 
opinion that a member of the staff 
of an agency has contravened a 
provision of the TIA Act or the 
requirement under the TISP Act to 
provide certain documents to the 
Minister.  

Reports under the TISP Act are not 
publicly available and are provided 
only to agency chief officers, 
the Police Minister, the Minister 
and the State Attorney-General. 
The Police Minister and Minister 
must then forward a copy to the 
Commonwealth Attorney-General (as 
the Minister responsible for the TIA 
Act). 

Surveillance devices

The VI has responsibility under 
the Surveillance Devices Act 1999 
(SD Act) to inspect those Victorian 
agencies that are authorised to use 
surveillance devices. The SD Act is 
based on national model surveillance 
device legislation cooperatively 
developed by States, Territories 
and the Commonwealth and it 
provides, amongst other things, for 
cross-border recognition of warrants 
authorising the use of surveillance 
devices and the controlled 
communication and use of protected 
information obtained under the 
authority of a surveillance device 
warrant.  .

During the reporting period the 
legislation authorised a number of 
Victorian agencies to use surveillance 
devices.  They are:

•  Victoria Police

•  the IBAC

•  Game Management Authority 
(GMA)

•  the Department of Economic 
Development, Jobs, Transport 
and Resources (DEDJTR)

•  the Department of Environment, 
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) 

The SD Act requires the VI to inspect 
the records of those agencies from 
time to time and to report the results 
of inspections to each House of the 
Parliament as soon as practicable 
after 1 January and 1 July of each 
year. A copy of the report is required 
to be provided to the Minister (the 
AttorneyGeneral) at the time it is 
transmitted to the Parliament. 

During the 2016–17 reporting 
period, four agencies (Victoria 
Police, the IBAC, DEDJTR and 
DELWP)  exercised the authority to 
use surveillance devices. Bi-annual 
inspections were conducted by the 
VI on the records required to be 
held by the agencies relating to the 
surveillance device warrants issued. 
Reports on the outcomes of the 
inspections conducted were tabled 
and are available on the VI website.

Controlled operations

A controlled operation is a covert 
investigation method used by 
law enforcement agencies. It 
involves a participant (usually a law 
enforcement officer, but sometimes 
a civilian) working ‘under cover’ and 
associating with people suspected 
of criminal activity in order to obtain 
evidence to support the prosecution 
of an offence.  For this purpose 
and subject to strict controls and 
guidelines, the participant may need 
to engage in unlawful conduct.  
Under the legislation a controlled 
operations authority may be granted 
which indemnifies authorised 
participants against liability for such 
unlawful conduct.  

The power to conduct controlled 
operations is governed by:

•  The Crimes (Controlled 
Operations) Act 2004 (CCO Act) 
in respect of Victoria Police and 
the IBAC

•  the Fisheries Act 1995 (Fisheries 
Act) in respect of Fisheries 
Victoria, as part of the DEDJTR, 

•  the Wildlife Act 1975 (Wildlife 
Act) in respect of the Compliance 
Support Group, as part of the 
DELWP, and the GMA  



During the 2016–17 year, the VI 
undertook two full inspections of 
Victoria Police, and the IBAC records 
pursuant to the CCO Act.  The VI, 
additionally, undertook two full 
inspections of DEDJTR records 
pursuant to the Fisheries Act. No 
inspections were conducted in 
regards to the  Wildlife Act as the 
relevant agencies did not conduct 
controlled operations during the 
reporting period. 

The VI received bi-annual reports 
from the chief officer of each agency 
authorised to conduct controlled 
operations.  

The CCO Act, Fisheries Act and 
Wildlife Act also require the 
VI to inspect the records and 
documents of the authorised law 
enforcement agencies and to report 
to the relevant Ministers and to the 
Parliament on the work, activities 
and level of statutory compliance 
achieved by each.

The reports prepared by the VI have 
been tabled in the Parliament.

Cooperation and compliance 
reporting
The VI is pleased to again report 
that all agencies inspected were 
fully cooperative and provided all 
possible assistance to the VI in the 
performance of its functions.

The VI has become aware that 
Fisheries Victoria will become 

a statutory authority known as 
Victorian Fisheries Authority (VFA) 
form 1 July 2017. The new authority 
will be directly accountable for all 
the functions that were previously 
undertaken by Fisheries Victoria. 

Structural changes to the VI 
in 2016–17 

There were no changes made to the 
output structure of the VI.

Current financial year review 

The financial position of the VI 
remains very sound.  In the reporting 
period, as in previous years, the 
VI underspent its budget, but the 
underspend was significantly less in 
than in previous years due principally 
to the recruitment of additional staff. 

The VI does not receive any revenue 
outside its government allocation.  
All of the VI’s expenses are made 
through the Department of Treasury 
and Finance.  The VI was exempted 
from the requirement to have an 
internal auditor for the 2016–17 
financial year and the exemption 
has been renewed in respect of the 
2017–18 year.  

Five years financial summary

As a new organisation, established 
in 2013, the VI provides the 
following breakdown of revenue and 
expenditure: 

Significant changes in 
financial position

There were no significant matters 
which changed VI’s financial position 
during the reporting period.

Significant changes or factors 
affecting performance

There were no significant changes 
or factors which affected VI’s 
performance during the reporting 
period.

Capital projects

The VI does not manage any capital 
projects.

Disclosure of grants and 
transfer payments

The VI has not provided any grants 
or transfer payments to companies 
or organisations.

Subsequent events

There are no subsequent events to 
report.

16 - 17 15 - 16 14 - 15 13 - 14 12 -13

$ $ $ $ $

Total income from transactions 3,357,881  2,715,052  2,388,879  2,418,100 821,600

Total expenses from transactions 3,400,329  2,934,925  2,706,030  2,562,735 788,613

Net result from transactions (42,447)    (219,873)    (317,151)    (144,635) 2,377

Other economic flows included in net result 6,936       (2,403)       (1,831)        2,141 1,680

Net cashflows from operations 2,280       14,856        6,881     456,935 0

Total assets 2,997,656  2,960,691  3,203,486  3,395,824 483,517

Total liabilities 621,503     549,028  2,633,939  2,952,921 176,874
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Section 2: Governance and organisational structure

Inspector

SolicitorSolicitor
Legal Policy

Officer
Compliance

Officer SolicitorSolicitor
Complaints  

& Policy  
Analyst

Office &
Administration

Manager
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The VI is led by the Inspector and the 
Chief Operations Officer. 

Inspector, Robin Brett QC
Robin Brett QC was appointed 
as Inspector in January 2013 for 
a term of five years.  Prior to his 
appointment Mr Brett QC practised 
as a barrister for 31 years, including 
16 as Queen’s Counsel.  Prior to that 
he was a Parliamentary Counsel.   
   

Chief Operations Officer,  
Neal Jedwab
Neal Jedwab was appointed as 
the VI’s Chief Operations Officer 
in October 2013 for a term of five 
years, after serving for a number of 
years as the Director Legal Policy & 
Operations for both the Office of 
the Special Investigations Monitor 
and the VI. He is responsible for 
management of the VI’s operations 
across all areas. 

Organisational structure

Chief
Operations

Officer

Principal
Solicitor

Senior  
Compliance

Officer

Principal
Solicitor



Audit Committee membership and roles

The VI has an Audit Committee which meets at least four 
times each year and reviews not only the VI’s financial 
performance and procedures but also risk management 
generally.  

The audit committee consists of the following members:

•  David Gibbs, Chairman (Independent member) 

•  David Boymal AO (Independent member)

The main responsibilities of the audit committee are to: 

•  review and report independently to the Inspector on 
the annual report and all other financial information 
published by the VI;

•  assist the Inspector in reviewing the effectiveness of 
the VI’s internal control environment covering:

  – effectiveness and efficiency of operations;

  – reliability of financial reporting; and

  – compliance with applicable laws and          
    regulations;

•  ensure that its resources are adequate and used 
effectively, including coordination with the external 
auditors; and

•  oversee the effective operation of the risk 
management framework.

Occupational health and safety

The VI is committed to good occupational health & safety 
(OH&S) practices within the workplace. The health, safety 
and wellbeing of all visitors to our office is considered 
and approached positively. All employees have access 
to an independent Employee Assistance Program (EAP), 
influenza vaccinations, ergonomic assessments and other 
physical and psychological wellbeing services. The VI 
considers OH&S matters regularly and provides relevant 
training to staff.  

Incident management

The VI has had not any accidents, incidents or near-
misses in the current reporting period and has not had 
any lost time in relation to OH&S injuries. As there were 
no claims, there were no associated costs for the year. 
This is consistent with previous years, where the VI 
maintains a record of no matters to report. 
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Section 3: Workforce data

Public sector values and employment 
principles 

The Public Administration Act 2004 established the 
Victorian Public Sector Commission (VPSC). The 
VPSC’s role is to strengthen public sector efficiency, 
effectiveness and capability, and advocate for public 
sector professionalism and integrity. 

The VI’s policies and practices are consistent with the 
VPSC’s employment standards and provide for fair 
treatment, career opportunities and the early resolution 
of workplace issues. The VI advised its employees on 
how to avoid conflicts of interest, how to respond to 
offers of gifts and how it deals with misconduct. 

Comparative workforce data

The data provided is actual full time equivalent (FTE) 
data as at 30 June 2017 for Victorian Public Sector (VPS) 
employees and does not include statutory appointments. 
Employees have been correctly classified in workforce 
data collections. 

The VI employed 12 staff (12 FTE) compared to 9 staff (9 
FTE) on 30 June 2016.

Table 1: Summary of employment levels in June of 2016 and 2017

June 2017 June 2016

Ongoing Fixed Term Casual Total Ongoing Fixed Term Casual Total

Number Number Number Number Number Number Number Number

(Headcount) FTE (Headcount) FTE (Headcount) FTE ((Headcount)) (Headcount) FTE (Headcount) FTE (Headcount) FTE (Headcount)

11 11 1 1 0 0 12 9 9 0 0 0 0 9

 
Table 2: Details of employment levels in June of 2016 and 2017

June 2017 June 2016

Ongoing Fixed term & 
Casual Ongoing Fixed term & Casual

Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE Headcount FTE

Gender

Male 3 3 0 0 2 2 0 0

Female 8 8 1 1 7 7 0 0

Age

Under 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25–34 2 2 1 1 2 2 0 0

35–44 3 3 0 0 1 1 0 0

45–54 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

55–64 5 5 0 0 5 5 0 0

Over 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Classification

Executive 
Officers 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

VPS Grade 6 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0

VPS Grade 5 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

VPS Grade  4 7 7 1 1 5 5 0 0



Executive Officer data disclosures

The executive officer data is current as at 30 June 2017. The 
number of Executives reported is the number of Executives 
at the end of the financial year. Note 8.3 in the Financial 
Statements provides further details regarding executive 
remuneration. 

Male Female Vacancies

2016-2017 2015-2016 2016-2017 2015-2016 No.

Executive Officer 3 1 1 0 0 0

Total 1 1 0 0 0
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Local Jobs First - Victorian 
Industry Participation Policy

The Victorian Industry 
Participation Policy Act 2003 
requires departments and public 
sector bodies to report on the 
implementation of the Local Jobs 
First - Victorian Industry Participation 
Policy (Local Jobs First – VIPP).

During 2016–17, the VI did not have 
any Local Jobs First - VIPP applicable 
procurement.

Consultancy expenditure 

Details of consultancies valued at 
$10,000 or greater

In 2016–17, there were two 
consultancies where the total 
fees payable to the consultants 
were $10,000 or greater. The total 
expenditure incurred during 2016–17 
in relation to these consultancies is 
$24,000 (excluding GST). Details of 
individual consultancies are outlined 
below                                                                                                                    

Section 4: Other disclosures

Consultant Purpose of 
consultancy

Start 
date End Date

Total approved 
project fee 
(excl. GST)

Expenditure 
2016 17 (excl. 
GST

Future 
expenditure 
(excl. GST)

Grosvenor 
Consulting

Designing the 
future optimal 
structure for the VI

12 Apr 2017 28 Jul 2017 $18,300 $11,728 $6,572

Workwell 
Consultants

Strategic Alignment 
for the VI 11 May 2017 30 Sep 2017 $22,000 $13,500 $8,500

Details of consultancies under $10,000

In 2016–17 the VI did not engage any consultants where 
the total fees payable to the individual consultant was 
less than $10,000. 

Disclosure of major contracts

The VI did not enter into any major contracts in the 
current reporting period. 

Government advertising expenditure

The VI returned a nil report for advertising expenditure 
in the current reporting period. 

Information and communication technology 
expenditure 

For the 2016–17 reporting period, the VI had a total 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
expenditure of $113,832 with details shown below. 

All operational ICT expenditure ICT expenditure related to projects to create or  
enhance ICT capabilities

Business As Usual  (BAU) ICT expenditure Non-business As Usual expenditure 
(non BAU) ICT expenditure

Operational 
expenditure

Capital 
expenditure

Total (Total = Operational expenditure and 
capital expenditure)expenditure

26 87 49 38

($ thousand)

ICT expenditure refers to the VI’s costs in providing business enabling ICT services within the current reporting 
period. It comprises Business As Usual (BAU) ICT expenditure and Non-Business As Usual (Non-BAU) ICT 
expenditure. Non-BAU ICT expenditure relates to extending or enhancing the VI’s current ICT capabilities. BAU ICT 
expenditure is all remaining ICT expenditure which primarily relates to ongoing activities to operate and maintain 
the current ICT capability
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Compliance with the Freedom of Information 
Act 1982 

The Freedom of Information Act 1982 (FOI Act) allows 
the public a right of access to certain documents held by 
the VI. In the period 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017 the VI 
received no requests for access to documents under the 
FOI Act. 

VI documents

Section 102 of the VI Act exempts certain classes of 
documents in the possession of the VI from access 
through the FOI Act.  Specifically, the FOI Act does 
not apply to a document that is in the possession of 
a ‘relevant person or body’ to the extent to which the 
document discloses information that relates to-
•  a complaint made under the VI Act; or

•  an inspection made under the VI Act; or

•  an investigation conducted under the VI Act; or

•  a recommendation made by the VI under the VI Act: 
or

•  a report, including a progress report, on an 
investigation conducted under the VI Act.

A relevant person or body for the purposes of section 
102 of the VI Act means the VI and an Inspectorate 
officer, the IBAC, the Ombudsman and an officer of the 
Ombudsman, the Chief Commissioner of Police, the PIM, 
the Victorian Work Cover Authority, the Director of Public 
Prosecutions, the Australian Federal Police, the Chief 
Examiner and any Examiner, an officer of the Victorian 
Auditor General and any other prescribed person.

Making a request

Access to documents may be obtained through written 
request to the VI, as detailed in section 17 of the FOI Act. 
In summary, the requirements for making a request are:
•  it should be in writing;

•  it should identify as clearly as possible which 
document is being requested; and

•  it should be accompanied by the appropriate 
application fee (the fee may be waived in certain 
circumstances).

Requests for documents in possession of the VI should 
be addressed to:

Victorian Inspectorate
Freedom of Information 
PO Box 617 Collins Street West 
Melbourne  VIC  8007
Email: info@vicinspectorate.vic.gov.au

Access charges may also apply once documents have 
been processed and a decision on access is made, for 
example photocopying and search and retrieval charges.
Further information regarding FOI can be found at www.
foi.vic.gov.au.

Compliance with the Building Act 1993

The VI does not own or control any government 
buildings and consequently is exempt from notifying its 
compliance with the building and maintenance provisions 
of the Building Act 1993. 

National Competition Policy

The VI does not provide services that would attract 
the implementation and compliance with National 
Competition Policy. As a result, the VI has not had 
to comply with the requirements of the Competitive 
Neutrality Policy Victoria and any subsequent reforms in 
the current reporting period. 

Compliance with the Protected Disclosure 
Act 2012

What is a ‘protected disclosure’?

A ‘protected disclosure’ is a disclosure that is made in 
accordance with Part 2 of the PD Act, or a complaint 
made in accordance with section 167(3) of the Victoria 
Police Act 2013 and which is thereby ‘protected’ as it 
qualifies to receive the protections provided for under 
Part 6 and 7 of the PD Act.

Generally protected disclosures are reports or complaints 
about the ‘improper conduct’ or ‘detrimental action’ 
taken by Victorian public bodies or Victorian public 
officers performing public functions.

What is ‘improper conduct’?

Improper conduct means:

•  corrupt conduct or

•  specified conduct that, if proved, could constitute a 
criminal offence or reasonable grounds for dismissal.

Who can make a disclosure?

Any person, but not a company, trust or business 
structure.

How do I make a disclosure?

Verbally or in writing (but not by fax) in accordance with 
specific procedures and may be made anonymously.

Who can I make a disclosure to?

If you wish to make a protected disclosure about:

•  the Chief Examiner or an Examiner appointed under 
section 21 of the MCIP Act;

•  A Victorian Ombudsman officer;

•  A VAGO officer;

•  Officers of the Judicial Commission other than 
a judicial member of the Board of the Judicial 
Commission;

you may contact the IBAC or the VI:

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption 
Commission (IBAC) 
GPO Box 24234, Melbourne VIC 3001
Telephone: 1300 735 135
Email: info@ibac.vic.gov.au
Website: www.ibac.vic.gov.au



If you wish to make a protected disclosure about the 
IBAC, including its officers, you must contact the VI:

Victorian Inspectorate
PO Box 617
Collins Street West
Melbourne VIC 8007
Telephone: (03) 8614 3225
Email: info@vicinspectorate.vic.gov.au
Website: www.vicinspectorate.vic.gov.au

Protected Disclosure guidelines, policy and 
procedure

The policy and procedure for the receipt, assessment 
and handling of disclosures by the VI, can be found 
within the VI’s Protected Disclosure guidelines. A copy of 
the VI’s Protected Disclosure guidelines is available upon 
request.

VI Disclosures under the PD Act

One assessable disclosure was made to the VI during the 
reporting period and accordingly one notification was 
made to the IBAC.

Compliance with the Victorian Inspectorate 
Act 2011

Section 91 of the VI Act sets out additional reporting 
requirements for the VI, which are detailed throughout 
this report, specifically under the Performance Reporting 
section.

Compliance with the Carers Recognition Act 
2012

To the extent applicable, the VI has taken all practical 
measures to comply with its obligations under the Carers 
Recognition Act 2012.

Office based environment impacts

The VI minimises the use of electricity and water by 
using efficient appliance and office equipment, including 
energy efficient lighting which turns off in unstaffed 
areas.

The VI uses 100% recycled copy paper, encourages 
electronic communication, double-sided printing and 
PIN printing when necessary in order to reduce the paper 
usage. 

The VI uses segregated waste systems, where all 
recyclable materials are recycled. Bin contents are 
cleared daily and communal building waste receptacles 
are utilised for all tenants in the building. 

The VI does not have any assigned government 
vehicles. Staff are encouraged to use public transport in 
undertaking business activities.  

Additional information available on request

In compliance with the Standing Directions of the 
Minister for Finance, details in respect of the items 
below have been retained by the VI and are available on 
request, subject to the provisions of the FOI Act. 
•  a statement that declarations of pecuniary interests 

have been duly completed by all relevant officers;

•  details of shares held by a senior officer as nominee 
or held beneficially in a statutory authority or 
subsidiary; 

•  details of publications produced by the VI about 
itself, and how these can be obtained; 

•  details of changes in prices, fees, charges, rates and 
levies charged by the VI; 

•  details of any major external reviews carried out on 
the VI;

•  details of major research and development activities 
undertaken by the VI; 

•  details of overseas visits undertaken including a 
summary of the objectives and outcomes of each 
visit;

•  details of major promotional, public relations and 
marketing activities undertaken by the entity to 
develop community awareness of the VI and its 
services; 

•  details of assessments and measures undertaken 
to improve the occupational health and safety of 
employees; 

•  a general statement on industrial relations within 
the entity and details of time lost through industrial 
accidents and disputes; 

•  a list of major committees sponsored by the VI, the 
purposes of each committee and the extent to which 
the purposes have been achieved; and

•  details of all consultancies and contractors including:

   – consultants/contractors engaged; 

   – services provided; and

   – expenditure committed to for each     
            engagement.

Further enquiries should be directed to:
Chief Operations Officer
Victorian Inspectorate
PO Box 617 Collins Street West
Melbourne VIC 8007
Email: info@vicinspectorate.vic.gov.au
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Attestation for compliance with Ministerial Standing Direction 3.7.1

I, Robin Alfred Brett certify that the VI has complied with the Ministerial Standing 
Direction 3.7.1 – Risk management framework and processes. The VI’s Audit 
Committee has verified this.

Robin Brett QC
Inspector

 5 October 2017
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Disclosure Index

The annual report of the VI is prepared in accordance with all relevant Victorian legislations and pronouncements. 
This index has been prepared to facilitate identification of the VI’s compliance with statutory disclosure requirements.

Legislation Requirement Page

Ministerial Directions

REPORT OF OPERATIONS

Charter and purpose

FRD 22H Manner of establishment and the relevant Ministers 6

FRD 22H Purpose, functions, powers and duties 6

FRD 8D Departmental objectives, indicators and outputs N/A

FRD 22H Key initiatives and projects 14-19

FRD 22H Nature and range of services provided 6-8

Management and structure

FRD 22H Organisational structure 21

Financial and other information

FRD 8D Performance against output performance measures N/A

FRD 8D Budget portfolio outcomes N/A

FRD 10A Disclosure index 29-30

FRD 12B Disclosure of major contracts 25

FRD 15D Executive officer disclosures 24

FRD 22H Employment and conduct principles 23

FRD 22H Occupational health and safety policy 22

FRD 22H Summary of the financial results for the year 20

FRD 22H Significant changes in financial position during the year 20

FRD 22H Major changes or factors affecting performance 20

FRD 22H Subsequent events 20

FRD 22H Application and operation of Freedom of Information Act 1982 26

FRD 22H Compliance with building and maintenance provisions of Building Act 1993 26

FRD 22H Statement on National Competition Policy 26

FRD 22H Application and operation of the Protected Disclosure 2012 26-27

FRD 22H Application and operation of the Carers Recognition Act 2012 27

FRD 22H Details of consultancies over $10 000 25

FRD 22H Details of consultancies under $10 000 25

FRD 22H Disclosure of government advertising expenditure 25

FRD 22H Disclosure of ICT expenditure 25

FRD 22H Statement of availability of other information 27

FRD 24C Reporting of office based environmental impacts 27
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Legislation Requirement Page

FRD 25C Victorian Industry Participation Policy disclosures 25

FRD 29B Workforce Data disclosures 23-24

SD 5.2 Specific requirements under Standing Direction 5.2 1-28

Compliance attestantion and declaration

SD 3.7.1 Attestation for compliance with Ministerial Standing Direction 28

SD 5.2.3 Declaration in report of operations 4

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

Declaration

SD 5.2.2 Declaration in financial statements 32

Other requirements under Standing Directions 5.2

SD 5.2.1(a) Compliance with Australian accounting standards and other authoritative pronouncements 39

SD 5.2.1(a) Compliance with Ministerial Directions 32

SD 5.2.1(b) Compliance with Model Financial Report 31-54

Other disclosures as required by FRDs in notes to the financial statements*

FRD 9A Departmental Disclosure of Administered Assets and Liabilities by Activity 45

FRD 11A Disclosure of Ex gratia Expenses N/A

FRD 13 Disclosure of Parliamentary Appropriations 40

FRD 21C Disclosures of Responsible Persons, Executive Officers and other Personnel (Contractors 
with Significant Management Responsibilities) in the Financial Report 51

FRD 103F Non Financial Physical Assets 43

FRD 110A Cash Flow Statements 37

FRD 112D Defined Benefit Superannuation Obligations 41

*Note: References to FRDs have been removed from the Disclosure Index if the specific FRDs do not contain requirements that 
are of the nature of disclosure

LEGISLATION

Freedom of Information Act 1982 26

Building Act 1993 26

Protected Disclosure Act 2012 26-27

Carers Recognition Act 2012 27

Victorian Industry Participation Policy Act 2003 25

Financial Management Act 1994 39-54

Victorian Inspectorate Act 2011 9-20
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Accountable Officer’s and  
Chief Financial Officer’s declaration

The attached financial statements for the Victorian Inspectorate have been prepared in 
accordance with Direction 5.2 of the Standing Directions of the Minister for Finance under the 
Financial Management Act 1994, applicable Financial Reporting Directions, Australian Accounting 
Standards, including interpretations, and other mandatory professional reporting requirements.

We further state that, in our opinion, the information set out in the comprehensive operating 
statement, balance sheet, cash flow statement, statement of changes in equity and notes to the 
financial statements presents fairly the financial transactions during the year ended 30 June 2017 
and financial position of the Victorian Inspectorate as at 30 June 2017.

At the time of signing, we are not aware of any circumstance, which would render any particulars 
included in the financial statements to be misleading or inaccurate.

We authorise the attached financial statements for issue on 14 September 2017.

Joseph Yeung       Robin Brett QC 
Chief Financial Officer     Accountable Officer
   
Melbourne       Melbourne
14 September 2017      14 September 2017
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Independent Auditor’s Report 
To the Inspector of the Victorian Inspectorate 

Opinion I have audited the financial report of the Victorian Inspectorate (the Inspectorate) which 
comprises the: 

 balance sheet as at 30 June 2017 
 comprehensive operating statement for the year then ended 
 statement for changes in equity for the year then ended 
 cash flow statement for the year then ended 
 notes to the financial statements, including significant accounting policies 
 Accountable Officer's and Chief Financial Officer's declaration. 

In my opinion the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial 
position of the Inspectorate as at 30 June 2017 and its financial performance and cash flows 
for the year then ended in accordance with the financial reporting requirements of the 
Financial Management Act 1994 and applicable Australian Accounting Standards.   

Basis for 
Opinion 

I have conducted my audit in accordance with the Audit Act 1994 which incorporates the 
Australian Auditing Standards. My responsibilities under the Act are further described in the 
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial report section of my report.  

My independence is established by the Constitution Act 1975. My staff and I are 
independent of the Inspectorate in accordance with the ethical requirements of the 
Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board’s APES 110 Code of Ethics for 
Professional Accountants (the Code) that are relevant to my audit of the financial report in 
Australia. My staff and I have also fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance 
with the Code. 

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for my opinion. 

Inspector’s 
responsibilities 
for the 
financial 
report 

The Inspector is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report 
in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards and the Financial Management Act 
1994, and for such internal control as the Inspector determines is necessary to enable the 
preparation and fair presentation of a financial report that is free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial report, the Inspector is responsible for assessing the 
Inspectorate’s ability to continue as a going concern, and using the going concern basis of 
accounting unless it is inappropriate to do so. 

(VAGO) Independent Auditor’s Report
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Auditor’s 
responsibilities 
for the audit 
of the financial 
report 

As required by the Audit Act 1994, my responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial 
report based on the audit. My objectives for the audit are to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the financial report as a whole is free from material misstatement, whether 
due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes my opinion. Reasonable 
assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 
accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 
considered material if, individually or in aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the financial report.  

As part of an audit in accordance with the Australian Auditing Standards, I exercise 
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. I also:  

 identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether 
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, 
and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my 
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is 
higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, 
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design 
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose 
of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Inspectorate’s internal control. 

 evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of 
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Inspector. 

 conclude on the appropriateness of the Inspector’s use of the going concern basis of 
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material 
uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on 
the Inspectorate’s ability to continue as a going concern. If I conclude that a material 
uncertainty exists, I am required to draw attention in my auditor’s report to the 
related disclosures in the financial report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to 
modify my opinion. My conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to 
the date of my auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the 
Inspectorate to cease to continue as a going concern.  

 evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial report, 
including the disclosures, and whether the financial report represents the underlying 
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.  

I communicate with the Inspector regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and 
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in 
internal control that I identify during my audit. 

 
 
 
  

MELBOURNE 
19 September 2017 

Andrew Greaves 
Auditor-General 

 

(VAGO) Independent Auditor’s Report (continued)
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Comprehensive operating statement for 
the financial year ended 30 June 2017

Continuing operations
Notes 
Notes

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Income from transactions
Grants 2.1  3,357,881  2,715,052

Total income from transactions 3,357,881  2,715,052

Expenses from transactions 
Employee benefit expenses
Depreciation 
Finance lease interest
Other operating expenses

3.1
4.2

3.3

 1,867,663
  717,740 

 153
 814,772 

 1,515,141 
 718,321 

 987 
 700,476 

Total expenses from transactions 3,400,329 2,934,925

Net result from transactions (net operating balance)  (42,447) (219,873)

Other economic flows included in net result
Net gains/(losses) on non-financial assets
Net gain/(loss) from the revaluation of leave liabilities

-
6,936

5,059
(7,462)

Total other economic flows included in net result 6,936  (2,403)

Net result  (35,511) (222,276)

Comprehensive result  (35,511) (222,276)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Balance sheet 
As at 30 June 2017 

Assets
Notes 2017

$ 
2016

$ 

Financial assets

Receivables 5.1  1,982,896  1,231,430 

Total financial assets  1,982,896  1,231,430 

Non-financial assets
Property, plant and equipment 
Prepayments

Total non-financial assets

4.1
5.3

   960,074 
 54,685

 
 1,014,759  

 
  1,677,814 

 51,447
 

 1,729,261  

Total assets  2,997,656  2,960,691 

Liabilities
Payables
Employee benefits
Borrowings
Lease incentive

5.2
3.2
6.1
6.3

 89,282 
 453,586 

 31,365 
 47,269 

 58,378 
 341,651 
 38,704 

 110,295 

Total liabilities  621,503   549,028 

Net assets/(liabilities)  2,376,153  2,411,663 

Equity
Accumulated (deficit)
Contributed capital

  (716,109)
 3,092,261 

 (680,598)
 3,092,261 

Net worth   2,376,153  2,411,663 

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Cash flow statement 
For the financial year ended 30 June 2017 

Cash flows from operating activities
Notes 
Notes

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Receipts from government
Goods and services tax recovered from the ATO *

2,602,631
76,647 

2,306,367
69,438

Total receipts  2,679,278 2,375,805

Payments
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest and other finance costs paid

(2,676,845)
(153)

(2,359,963)
(986)

Total payments  (2,676,998) (2,360,949)

Net cash flows from/(used in) operating activities 6.4  2,280  14,856 

Cash flows from investing activities
Purchases of non-financial assets
Proceeds from the sale of property plant and equipment

 - 
5,059

(6,085)
20,682

Net cash flows from investing activities  5,059  14,597 

Cash flows from financing activities
Repayment of finance leases (7,338) (29,453)

Net cash flows used in financing activities  (7,338)  (29,453)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the start of the year  -  - 

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year  -  - 

Note:
* GST collected from the Australian Taxation Office is presented on a net basis.
The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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Statement of changes in equity 
For the financial year ended 30 June 2017 

Contributed 
Capital 

$

Accumulated 
Deficit

$ 
Total

$ 

Balance at 1 July 2015
Net result for the year

 3,092,261   (458,322)
 (222,276)

 2,633,939 
 (222,276)

Balance at 30 June 2016  3,092,261   (680,598)  2,411,663 

Net result for the year  (35,511)  (35,511)

Balance at 30 June 2017  3,092,261  (716,109)  2,376,153 

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
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1. ABOUT THIS REPORT

The Victorian Inspectorate (the Inspectorate) is a body corporate established under Part 8 of the Victorian 
Inspectorate Act 2011 (the Act). The Inspectorate’s objectives, functions, powers and duties are set out in sections 11 
and 12 of the Act.  

 Its principal address is:
 Victorian Inspectorate
 Level 8 
 565 Bourke Street
 Melbourne VIC 3000

A description of the nature of its operations and its principal activities is included in the “Report of Operations” 
which does not form part of these financial statements. 

Basis of preparation
These financial statements are in Australian dollars and the historical cost convention is used unless a different 
measurement basis is specifically disclosed in the note associated with the item measured on a different basis. 
The accrual basis of accounting has been applied in the preparation of these financial statements whereby assets, 
liabilities, equity, income and expenses are recognised in the reporting period to which they relate, regardless of 
when cash is received or paid.

Judgements, estimates and assumptions are required to be made about the carrying values of assets and 
liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources.  The estimates and associated assumptions are based 
on professional judgements derived from historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be 
reasonable under the circumstances.  Actual results may differ from these estimates.

Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised and also in future 
periods that are affected by the revision. These financial statements cover the Inspectorate as an individual reporting 
entity. 

Compliance information 
These general purpose financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Financial Management 
Act 1994 and applicable Australian Accounting Standards (AASs) including Interpretations, issued by the Australian 
Accounting Standards Board (AASB).  In particular, they are presented in a manner consistent with the requirements 
of AASB 1049 Whole of Government and General Government Sector Financial Reporting. 

Where appropriate, those AASs paragraphs applicable to not-for-profit entities have been applied. Accounting 
policies selected and applied in these financial statements ensure that the resulting financial information satisfies 
the concepts of relevance and reliability, thereby ensuring that the substance of the underlying transactions or other 
events are reported.
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2. FUNDING DELIVERY OF OUR SERVICES

INTRODUCTION 
• Governed by the provisions of the Victorian Inspectorate Act 2011 and commencing operations in February 2013, 

the Victorian Inspectorate (Inspectorate), is the key body responsible for oversighting Victoria’s integrity regime.  
As a body directly accountable to the Parliament of Victoria, the Inspectorate is not subject to the direction or 
control of the Victorian Government. 

• In addition to monitoring the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC), to ensure that it 
carries out its statutory functions lawfully and with propriety, the Inspectorate also has specific functions in relation 
to the Victorian Ombudsman (VO), the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office (VAGO) and, pursuant to the Major 
Crime (Investigative Powers) Act 2004, the Chief Examiner and Examiners.  

• The Inspectorate also receives, assesses and may investigate certain complaints made against the IBAC (including 
IBAC personnel), the Chief Examiner and Examiners, the VO and VAGO officers. 

• A particular focus of the Inspectorate is oversighting the use by the IBAC, the VO, the Chief Examiner and 
Examiners and VAGO of coercive powers.

• In addition to monitoring the compliance of the Public Interest Monitor with prescribed regulations, the 
Inspectorate is also responsible for assessing the statutory compliance of those law enforcement agencies and 
organisations (e.g.  Victoria Police and the IBAC), which are authorised to exercise covert investigative powers, 
such as surveillance devices  and the lawful interception of telecommunications. 

• Empowered to make recommendations to the IBAC, the VO, the Chief Examiner and Examiners and VAGO. 
The Inspectorate may also require the body or entity concerned to provide a written report in response to the 
recommendations made.

• Finally, the Inspectorate may at any time cause a report to be transmitted to the Parliament of Victoria on any 
matter relating to the performance of its duties and functions.

The Inspectorate is funded for the provision of outputs consistent with its statutory functions. Funds are from accrual-
based grants derived from monies appropriated annually by Parliament to the Department of Premier and Cabinet.

STRUCTURE
2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our services.

2.1 Summary of income that funds the delivery of our services.

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Grants from Department of Premier and Cabinet   3,357,881   2,715,052  

Total income from transactions    3,357,881   2,715,052  

Income from grants (other than contribution by owners) is recognised when the Inspectorate obtains control over the 
grant. 
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3. THE COST OF DELIVERING SERVICES

INTRODUCTION 
This section provides an account of the expenses incurred by the Victorian Inspectorate in delivering services and 
outputs. 

STRUCTURE
3.1 Employee benefits expense in the comprehensive operating statement
3.2 Employee benefits in the balance sheet
3.3 Other operating expenses

Employee benefits comprise all costs related to employment including wages and salaries, superannuation, fringe 
benefits tax, leave entitlements, redundancy payments and WorkCover premiums.
The amount recognised in the comprehensive operating statement in relation to superannuation are employer 
contributions for members of defined contribution superannuation plans that are paid or payable during the reporting 
period. 

3.2  Employee benefits in the balance sheet
Provision is made for benefits accruing to employees in respect of wages and salaries, annual leave and long service 
leave (LSL) for services rendered to the reporting date and recorded as an expense during the period the services are 
delivered.

3.1  Employee benefit expenses in the comprehensive operating statement

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Salaries and wages, annual leave and long service leave
Defined contribution superannuation expense

   1,764,670  
102,994  

 1,442,128 
73,013

Total employee benefits  1,867,663     1,515,141    

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Current provisions:
Annual leave 
Unconditional and expected to settle within 12 months
Unconditional and expected to settle after 12 months 

Long service leave
Unconditional and expected to settle within 12 months 
Unconditional and expected to settle after 12 months 

Provisions for on-costs
Unconditional and expected to settle within 12 months 
Unconditional and expected to settle after 12 months 

Performance bonus - Provision

Total current provisions

    

114,177 
 56,911 

 
26,413 

 129,480 

 20,647 
 22,910 

 -     

370,539 

  

98,631 
 34,329 

 
20,139 

 96,615 

 8,864 
 11,675 

18,600 

 288,853 

Non-current provisions
Employee benefits - long service leave
Employee benefits - long service leave on-costs

 
74,920 
 8,128 

 
47,998 
 4,800 

Total non-current provisions  83,048     52,798    

Total provisions  453,586   341,651 
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Wages and salaries, annual leave and sick leave:  
Liabilities for wages and salaries (including non-monetary benefits, annual leave and on-costs) are recognised as part 
of the employee benefit provision as current liabilities, because the Inspectorate does not have an unconditional right 
to defer settlements of these liabilities. 

The liability for salaries and wages are recognised in the balance sheet at remuneration rates which are current at the 
reporting date. As the Inspectorate expects the liabilities to be wholly settled within 12 months of reporting date, 
they are measured at undiscounted amounts.

The annual leave liability is classified as a current liability and measured at the undiscounted amount expected to 
be paid, as the Inspectorate does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 
months after the end of the reporting period. 

No provision has been made for sick leave as all sick leave is non-vesting and it is not considered probable that the 
average sick leave taken in the future will be greater than the benefits accrued in the future. As sick leave is non-
vesting, an expense is recognised in the Comprehensive Operating Statement as it is taken. 

Unconditional LSL is disclosed as a current liability even where the Inspectorate does not expect to settle the liability 
within 12 months because it will not have the unconditional right to defer the settlement of the entitlement should an 
employee take leave within 12 months. 

The components of this current LSL liability are measured at:
• Undiscounted value – if the Inspectorate expects to wholly settle within 12 months; or
• Present value – if the Inspectorate does not expect to wholly settle within 12 months.

Conditional LSL is disclosed as a non-current liability. There is an unconditional right to defer the settlement of the 
entitlement until the employee has completed the requisite years of service. This non-current LSL is measured at 
present value.

Any gain or loss following revaluation of the present value of non-current LSL liability is recognised as a transaction, 
except to the extent that a gain or loss arises due to changes in bond interest rates for which it is then recognised as 
an ‘other economic flow’ in the net result.

3.3  Other operating expenses

Notes:
 (i)  Operating lease payments are recognised on a straight line basis over the lease term, except where another 

systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the benefits derived from the use of the leased 
asset.

 (ii)  Other occupancy costs represent the remainder of the expenses relating to the leased premises that are not 
included as part operating lease payments.

Purchase of services, Information technology expenses and Other supplies and services are recognised as expenses 
in the reporting period in which they are incurred. These represent the day-to-day running costs in the normal 
operations of the Inspectorate.
 
The Department of Premier and Cabinet has been centrally funding the services provided to the Inspectorate. The 
services that are utilised include the use of the financial systems, payroll systems, accounts payable and information 
technology support.

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Purchase of services
Information technology expenses
Operating lease payments (i)
Other occupancy costs (ii)
Other supplies and services

Total other Operating expenses

82,308 
        87,432 
      369,726 
      182,364 
        92,942 

     814,772 

16,597 
         36,547 
       325,085 
       186,106 
       136,143 

 700,476
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4. KEY ASSETS AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE DELIVERY OF SERVICES

INTRODUCTION 
The Inspectorate controls property, plant and equipment that are utilised in fulfilling its objectives and conducting its 
activities. They represent the key resources that have been entrusted to the Inspectorate to be utilised for delivery of 
those outputs and services. 

STRUCTURE
4.1 Property, Plant and Equipment
4.2          Depreciation 
4.3          Reconciliation of the carrying amounts of assets by class

4.1 Property, Plant and Equipment

Items of property, plant and equipment, are measured initially at cost and subsequently revalued at fair value less 
accumulated depreciation, amortisation and impairment. Where an asset is acquired for no or nominal cost, the cost 
is its fair value at the date of acquisition. 

The cost of leasehold improvements is capitalised as an asset and amortised over the shorter of the remaining term of 
the lease or their estimated useful lives.

Office and computer equipment is recognised initially at cost and subsequently measured at fair value less
accumulated depreciation and impairment.

The initial cost for leased motor vehicles under a finance lease is measured at amounts equal to the fair value of the 
leased asset or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments, which is determined at the inception of 
the lease. 

Gross carrying amount Accumulated depreciation Net carrying amount

2017 
$

2016 
$

2017 
$

2016
$

2017
$

2016
$

Leasehold improvements   3,535,715   3,535,715  (2,613,792)  (1,906,655)        921,922    1,629,060 

Office and computer 
equipment 

      15,519        15,519        (8,531)         (5,427)           6,988         10,092 

Leased motor vehicles       40,890        40,890        (9,727)         (2,228)         31,163         38,662 

Net carrying amount   3,592,124   3,592,124  (2,632,050)  (1,914,310)        960,074    1,677,814 
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4.2  Depreciation

All property, plant and equipment with finite useful lives is depreciated. Depreciation is calculated on a straight 
line basis at rates that allocate the asset’s value, less any estimated residual value, over its expected useful life.  
Depreciation begins when the asset is available for use, that is, when it is in the location and condition necessary for it 
to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management.
 
Impairment: Non-financial assets, including items of property, plant and equipment, are tested for impairment 
whenever there is an indication that the asset may be impaired. 

Typical estimated useful lives for the Inspectorate’s different asset classes for current and prior years are included in 
the categories below:
    
Leasehold improvements*   5-10 years    
Office and computer equipment 2-20 years    
Leased motor vehicles  2-3 years    
         
The estimated useful lives, residual values and depreciation method are reviewed at the end of each annual reporting 
period, and adjustments made where appropriate.

Note: * The Inspectorate has elected to depreciate the original leasehold improvements over the initial first five year 
term of the lease. 

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Leasehold improvements
Office and computer equipment 
Leased motor vehicles

Total depreciation 

               707,138 
                  3,104 
                  7,498 

              
 717,740  

            707,138 
               2,598 
               8,586 

          
  718,321 

4.3 Reconciliation of the carrying amounts of assets by class 

Leasehold  
improvements

$

Office and computer 
equipment 

$

Leased motor 
vehicles

$ 
Total

$ 

2017

Carrying amount at the start of the year       1,629,060     10,091     38,662   1,677,814 

Depreciation expenses         (707,138)      (3,104)      (7,498)     (717,740)

Carrying amount at end of year          921,923       6,988     31,164      960,074 

2016

Carrying amount at the start of the year       2,336,198       6,604     21,980   2,364,782 

Additions 
Disposals 
Depreciation expenses

-
-

        (707,138)

      6,085 
-

     (2,598)

    40,890 
  (15,622)

     (8,586)

       46,975 
     (15,622)
    (718,321)

Carrying amount at end of year       1,629,060     10,091     38,662   1,677,814 
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2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Contractual
Debtors

Statutory
Amounts owing from Victorian Government
GST Recoverable

                         
-   
 
  

1,978,930 
         3,966   

                  
16,304 

  
1,212,434 

        2,692  

Total receivables   1,982,896   1,231,430 

Represented by:
Current receivables
Non-Current receivables

  
1,899,849 

       83,048 
  1,178,632 
      52,798 

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Contractual
Creditors and accruals

Statutory
Amounts payable to other government agencies

                         
      69,964 

 
      

19,318  

                  
         49,062 

          
 9,316 

Total payables       89,282          58,378 

Represented by:
Current
Non-Current

  
      89,282 

             -   
           54,298 
           4,080 

5. OTHER ASSETS AND LIABILITIES

INTRODUCTION 
This section sets out those assets and liabilities that arose from the Inspectorate in delivering services and outputs. 

STRUCTURE
5.1 Receivables
5.2 Payables
5.3         Prepayments

5.1 Receivables

5.2 Payables

Receivables consist of:
• contractual receivables, which include mainly debtors in relation to goods and services; and
• statutory receivables, which include predominantly amounts owing from the Victorian Government and GST input 

tax credits recoverable.

Contractual receivables are classified as financial instruments and categorised as ‘receivables’. They are initially 
recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial measurement they are 
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment. 

Statutory receivables do not arise from contracts and are recognised and measured similarly to contractual 
receivables (except for impairment) but are not classified as financial instruments. 

There are no financial assets that have had their terms renegotiated so as to prevent them from being past due or 
impaired, and they are stated at the carrying amounts as indicated.

Contractual payables are classified as financial instruments and measured at amortised cost. Accounts payable 
represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the Inspectorate prior to the end of the financial year that are 
unpaid; and 

Statutory payables are recognised and measured similarly to contractual payables but are not classified as financial 
instruments and not included in the category of financial liabilities at amortised cost because they do not arise from 
contracts.
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2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Prepayments               54,685         51,447 

Total prepayments        54,685         51,447 

5.3  Prepayments

Prepayments represent payments in advance of receipt of goods or services or that part of expenditure made in 
one accounting period covering a term extending beyond that period. Prepayments of the Inspectorate relates to 
accommodation, WorkCover insurance, software and information technology payments.   

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Current Borrowings
Finance lease liabilities          8,444        13,338 

Total Current Borrowings          8,444        13,338 

Non-Current Borrowings
Finance lease liabilities        22,921        25,366 

Total non current Borrowings        22,921        25,366 

Total Borrowings (finance lease liabilities)        31,365        38,704 

Minimum future lease payments
Less future finance charges

       32,451
(1,086) 

       39,867
(1,163) 

Present value of minimum lease payments        31,365        38,704 

6 . HOW WE FINANCED OUR OPERATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 
This section provides information on the sources of finance utilised by the Inspectorate during its operations, 
along with interest expenses (the cost of borrowings) and other information related to financing activities of the 
Inspectorate.

STRUCTURE
6.1 Borrowings 
6.2 Maturity analysis of finance lease liabilities 
6.3 Lease incentive
6.4 Reconciliation of the net result for the period to cash flow
6.5 Commitments for expenditure

6.1 Borrowings (finance lease liabilities)

Borrowings are classified as financial instruments.  The borrowings of the Inspectorate are finance lease liabilities relating 
to motor vehicles and recognised when the lease transfers substantially all the risk and rewards of ownership to the 
Inspectorate.  They are recognised as assets and liabilities at amounts equal to the fair value of the lease property or, if 
lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments, which is determined at the inception of the lease.

The leased asset is depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset or the term of the lease. Lease 
assets held at the reporting date, being motor vehicles, are depreciated over two to three years.

Minimum finance lease payments are apportioned between reduction of the lease liability and periodic finance
charges which are calculated using the interest rate implicit in the lease and charged directly to the comprehensive 
operating statement.

Leases are secured as the rights to the leased assets and revert to the lessor in the event of default.

Defaults and breaches: There were no defaults and breaches of any of the loans during the current financial year.
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6.2  Maturity analysis of finance lease liabilities

The lease incentive relates to the Inspectorate’s Bourke Street, Melbourne, office facilities.  The lease was for a term 
of five years terminating in March 2018.  The total lease incentive benefit is being applied annually over the original 
five year term of the lease and will be fully utilised at the end of this term.   An option to extend for a further five years 
has been taken up by the Inspectorate. 

6.4 Reconciliation of the net result for the period to cash flow 

6.3 Lease incentive

Carrying 
amount 

$

Less than  
1 month 

$

1-3  
Months

$

3 months  
- 1 year

$

1-5  
years

$

2017 Leased motor vehicles    31,365            775          1,550         6,977      22,063 

   31,365            775          1,550         6,977      22,063 

2016 Leased motor vehicles    38,704            253          2,379        10,706      25,366 

   38,704            253          2,379        10,706      25,366 

2017
$

2016
$

Total lease incentive remaining        47,269       110,295 

Represented by:

Current
Non-Current

             

 47,269 
              -   

             

63,026 
        47,269 

2017
$

2016
$

Net Result       (35,511)      (222,276)

Non-cash movements
Depreciation and amortisation of non-current assets 

Movements in assets and liabilities
(Increase)/decrease in receivables

(Increase)/decrease in other non-financial assets

(Decrease)/Increase in payables

(Decrease)/Increase in provisions

(Decrease)/Increase in lease incentive

    717,740 
 

    
(756,525)

        
(3,238)

       
30,905 

     
111,936 

      
(63,026)

     718,321 

     
(392,726)

       
(51,447)

     
(103,482)

      
129,492 

       
(63,026)

Net cash from/(used in) operating activities          2,280         14,856 
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6.5 Commitments for expenditure

Nominal Amounts

Less than 
one year 

$

1-5  
years

$

Greater  
than 5 years

$
Total

$

2017 
Operating lease commitments payable 

Finance lease commitments

Total commitments (inclusive of GST)

               
420,995 

      
10,233 

    
431,228 

          
2,482,513 

      
25,463 

 
2,507,976 

        
-

-

-

        
2,903,508 

       
35,696 

   
2,939,204 

Less GST recoverable      (267,200) 

Total commitments (exclusive of GST) 2,672,004  

2016 
Operating lease commitments payable 

Finance lease commitments

Total commitments (inclusive of GST)

                           
422,313 

      
15,703  

 
438,016 

              
329,829 

     
 28,151 

 
357,980  

        
-

-

-

              
752,142 

       
43,854  

   
      795,996  

Less GST recoverable (72,363)

Total commitments (exclusive of GST) 723,633   

Commitments for future expenditure include operating and capital commitments arising from contracts. These 
commitments are recorded at their nominal value and inclusive of GST. Where it is considered appropriate and provides 
additional relevant information to users, the net present values of significant individual projects are stated. These future 
expenditures cease to be disclosed as commitments once the related liabilities are recognised in the balance sheet.

The Inspectorate’s operating lease commitments relate to the contractual obligations arising from the Inspectorate’s 
office facilities.  The Inspectorate has taken up the option to extend the lease for a further five years from April 2018 to 
March 2023.  

The Inspectorate’s finance lease commitments relate to a motor vehicle as identified in Note 6.1.
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7. RISKS, CONTINGENCIES AND VALUATION JUDGEMENTS

INTRODUCTION 
The Victorian Inspectorate is exposed to risk from its activities and outside factors. In addition, it is often necessary to 
make judgements and estimates associated with recognition and measurement of items in the financial statements. 
This section sets out financial instrument specific information (including exposures to financial risks) as well as those 
items that are contingent in nature or require a higher level of judgement to be applied.

STRUCTURE
7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures
7.2         Categorisation of financial instruments
7.3 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities

7.1 Financial instruments specific disclosures 

Introduction
Financial instruments arise out of contractual agreements that give rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial 
liability or equity instrument of another entity. Due to the nature of the Inspectorate’s activities, certain financial assets 
and financial liabilities arise under statute rather than a contract (for example taxes, fines and penalties). Such assets 
and liabilities do not meet the definition of financial instruments in AASB 132 Financial Instruments: Presentation.

Categories of financial instruments

Receivables and cash
Receivables and cash are financial instrument assets with fixed and determinable payments that are not quoted on 
an active market. These assets are initially recognised at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction costs. 
Subsequent to initial measurement, receivables and cash are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 
method, less any impairment.

Financial liabilities at amortised cost
Financial instrument liabilities are recognised on the date they are originated. They are initially measured at fair value 
plus any directly attributable transaction costs. Subsequent to initial recognition, these financial instruments are 
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.

The Inspectorate recognises the following liabilities in this category:
•  contractual payables;
•  borrowings (finance lease liabilities).

Offsetting financial instruments
Financial instrument assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the balance sheet when, and 
only when, there is a legal right to offset the amounts and intend either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset 
and settle the liability simultaneously.

7.1.2 Financial risk management objectives and policies

As a whole, the Inspectorate’s financial risk management program seeks to manage the risks arising from volatility in 
financial instruments.

The Inspectorate’s main financial risks include credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk. The Inspectorate manages 
these financial risks in accordance with its financial risk management policy.

Credit risk
Credit risk associated with the Inspectorate’s financial assets is minimal because the main debtor is other departments 
within the Victorian Government. 

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Inspectorate would be unable to meet its financial obligations as and when they fall 
due. The Inspectorate operates under the Government fair payments policy of settling financial obligations within 30 
days and, in the event of a dispute, makes payments within 30 days from the date of resolution. The Inspectorate’s 
exposure to liquidity risk is deemed insignificant based on the current assessment of risk. 
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Market risk
The Inspectorate’s exposure to market risk is deemed insignificant based on prior periods’ data and a current 
assessment of risk. Interest rates on the Inspectorate’s borrowings are fixed.

7.2  Categorisation of financial instruments

7.3 Contingent assets and contingent liabilities 

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised in the balance sheet but are disclosed and, if 
quantifiable, are measured at nominal value.

Contingent assets and liabilities are presented inclusive of GST receivable or payable respectively.

Contingent assets

Contingent assets are possible assets that arise from past events, whose existence will be confirmed only by the 
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the entity.

These are classified as either quantifiable, where the potential economic benefit is known, or non-quantifiable.

There were no contingent assets based on the above definitions relating to the Victorian Inspectorate as at  
30 June 2017.

Contingent liabilities

Contingent liabilities are:
• possible obligations that arise from past events, whose existence will be confirmed only by the occurrence or  

non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the entity; or
• present obligations that arise from past events but are not recognised because:
  o  it is not probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the 

obligations; or
  o the amount of the obligations cannot be measured with sufficient reliability.

Contingent liabilities are also classified as either quantifiable or non-quantifiable.

There were no contingent liabilities based on the above definitions relating to the Victorian Inspectorate as at  
30 June 2017.

2017
$ 

2016
$ 

Financial assets Note Category 

Receivables * 5.1 Receivables and cash               -               16,304 

              -               16,304 

Financial liabilities

Payables 5.2
Financial liabilities at 
amortised cost        89,282             58,378 

Borrowings 6.1
Financial liabilities at 
amortised cost        31,365             38,704 

     120,648             97,082 

Note: * Receivables disclosed exclude statutory receivables (i.e. amounts receivable from government departments 
and GST recoverable).
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8. OTHER DISCLOSURES

INTRODUCTION 
This section includes additional material disclosures required by accounting standards or otherwise, for the 
understanding of this financial report.

STRUCTURE
8.1 Subsequent events
8.2 Responsible persons
8.3         Remuneration of Executives
8.4         Remuneration of Auditors
8.5         Related Parties
8.6         Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

8.1 Subsequent events

There were no subsequent events that had the potential to significantly affect the ongoing structure and financial 
activities of the Inspectorate.

8.2 Responsible persons

In accordance with the Ministerial Directions issued by the Minister for Finance under the Financial Management Act 
1994, the following disclosures are made regarding responsible persons for the reporting period. 

Names:
The persons who held the positions of Ministers and Accountable Officers for the Victorian Inspectorate;
Special Minister of State    The Hon. Gavin Jennings MP 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017
Accountable Officer    Robin Brett QC   1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017

Remuneration received or receivable by the Accountable Officer in connection with the management of the 
Inspectorate during the reporting period was in the range of $410,000 - $419,999 ($410,000 - $419,999 in  2015-16).

8.3 Remuneration of Executives

The number of executive officers, other than Ministers and Accountable officers, and their total remuneration during 
the reporting period are shown in the table below. Total annualised employee equivalents provide a measure of full 
time equivalent executive officers over the reporting period.

Remuneration comprises employee benefits in all forms of consideration paid, payable or provided by the entity, or 
on behalf of the entity, in exchange for services rendered, and is disclosed in the following categories. 

Short-term employee benefits include amounts such as wages, salaries, annual leave or sick leave that are usually 
paid or payable on a regular basis, as well as non-monetary benefits such as allowances and free or subsidised goods 
or services. 

Other long-term benefits include long service leave, other long-service benefit or deferred compensation. 

Post-employment benefits include pensions and other retirement benefits paid or payable on a discrete basis when 
employment has ceased. 
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8.3 Remuneration of executive officers

8.5 Related Parties 

Key Management Personnel of the Victorian Inspectorate: 

Victorian Inspectorate is a wholly owned and controlled entity of the State of Victoria.

Related parties of the Victorian Inspectorate include:  
• all key management personnel and their close family members and personal business interests (controlled entities, 

joint ventures and entities they have significant influence over);
• all cabinet ministers and their close family members; and
• all departments and public sector entities that are controlled and consolidated into the whole of state 

consolidated financial statements.

The Key Management Personnel (KMP) of The Victorian Inspectorate include the Special Minister for State The Hon. 
Gavin Jennings MP and the Accountable Officer Robin Brett QC. 

No related party transactions occurred within the reporting period 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017, with the exception of 
the significant transactions with government-related entities detailed below.

Significant transactions with government-related entities

The Victorian Inspectorate received grants from the Department of Premier and Cabinet of (2017: $3.4 million) (2016: 
$2.7 million) 

The compensation detailed below excludes the salaries and benefits the Portfolio Minister receives. The Minister’s 
remuneration and allowances is set by the Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968 and is reported within 
the Department of Parliamentary Services’ Financial Report.

8.4 Remuneration of Auditors

Total remuneration 2017
$ 

Short-term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits 
Other long-term benefits 

            210,204
35,110

7,120 

Total remuneration (a)        252,434  

Total number of executives                  1 

Total annualised employee equivalents (b)                  1 

2017
$

2016
$ 

Audit fees paid or payable to the Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
Audit of the annual financial statements          15,400          15,000 

Total          15,400          15,000 

Notes:
a)  No comparatives have been reported because remuneration in the prior year was determined in line with the 

basis and definition under Financial Reporting Directions. Remuneration previously excluded non-monetary 
benefits and comprised any money, consideration or benefit received or receivable, excluding reimbursement of 
out-of-pocket expenses, including any amount received or receivable from a related party transaction. Refer to 
the prior year’s financial statements for executive remuneration for the 2015-16 reporting period.

b) Annualised employee equivalent is based on the time fraction worked over the reporting period.
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Compensation of KMPs

Total remuneration 2017
$ 

Short-term employee benefits 
Other long-term benefits 

            429,869
15,931 

Total        445,800  

8.6 Australian Accounting Standards issued that are not yet effective

These AASs have been published, but are not mandatory for the 2016-17 reporting period. The Department of 
Treasury and Finance has assessed the impact of all these new standards and advised the Inspectorate of their 
applicability and early adoption where applicable. The table below details the AASs issued but not yet effective 
for the 2016-17 reporting period.

Standard/ 
Interpretation

Summary Applicable 
for annual 
reporting 
periods 
beginning on

Impacty on public sector entity financial 
statements

AASB 2010-7 
Amendments 
to Australian 
Accounting 
Standards arising 
from AASB 9 
(December 2010)

The requirements for classifying and 
measuring financial liabilities were added 
to AASB 9. The existing requirements for 
the classification of financial liabilities and 
the ability to use the fair value option have 
been retained. However, where the fair 
value option is used for financial liabilities 
the change in fair value is accounted for as 
follows:

•  The change in fair value attributable to 
changes in credit risk is presented in other 
comprehensive income (OCI); and 

Other fair value changes are presented in 
profit and loss. If this approach creates or 
enlarges an accounting mismatch in the 
profit or loss, the effect of the changes in 
credit risk are also presented in profit or loss. 

1 Jan 2018 The assessment has identified that the 
financial impact of available for sale (AFS) 
assets will now be reported through other 
comprehensive income (OCI) and no longer 
recycled to the profit and loss. 

Changes in own credit risk in respect of 
liabilities designated at fair value through 
profit and loss will now be presented within 
other comprehensive income (OCI). 

Hedge accounting will be more closely 
aligned with common risk management 
practices making it easier to have an 
effective hedge. 

For entities with significant lending 
activities, an overhaul of related systems 
and processes may be needed.  

AASB 15 Revenue 
from Contracts with 
Customers

•  The core principle of AASB 15 requires 
an entity to recognise revenue when the 
entity satisfies a performance obligation 
by transferring a promised good or 
service to a customer.

1 Jan 2018 The changes in revenue recognition 
requirements in AASB 15 may result 
in changes to the timing and amount 
of revenue recorded in the financial 
statements. The Standard will also require 
additional disclosures on service revenue 
and contract modifications. 

AASB 2015-8 
Amendments 
to Australian 
Accounting 
Standards – Effective 
Date of AASB 15

This Standard defers the mandatory 
effective date of AASB 15 from 1 January 
2017 to 1 January 2018.

1 Jan 2018 This amending standard will defer the 
application period of AASB 15 for for-
profit entities to the 2018-19 reporting 
period in accordance with the transition 
requirements. 

AASB 2016-7 
Amendments 
to Australian 
Accounting 
Standards – Deferral 
of AASB 15 for Not-
for-Profit Entities

This Standard defers the mandatory 
effective date of AASB 15 for not-for-profit 
entities from 1 January 2018 to 1 January 
2019.

1 Jan 2019 This amending standard will defer the 
application period of AASB 15 for not-for-
profit entities to the 2019-20 reporting 
period.
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Standard/ 
Interpretation

Summary Applicable 
for annual 
reporting 
periods 
beginning on

Impacty on public sector entity financial 
statements

AASB 16 Leases •  The key changes introduced by AASB 16 
include the recognition of most operating 
leases (which are current not recognised) 
on balance sheet.

1 Jan 2019 The assessment has indicated that as most 
operating leases will come on balance 
sheet, recognition of the right-of-use assets 
and lease liabilities will cause net debt to 
increase. 

Rather than expensing the lease payments, 
depreciation of right-of-use assets and 
interest on lease liabilities will be recognised 
in the income statement with marginal 
impact on the operating surplus.

There will be no change for lessors. 

AASB 2016-4 
Amendments 
to Australian 
Accounting 
Standards – 
Recoverable 
Amount of Non-
Cash-Generating 
Specialised Assets of 
Not-for-Profit Entities 

The standard amends AASB 136 Impairment 
of Assets to remove references to using 
depreciated replacement cost (DRC) as a 
measure of value in use for not-for-profit 
entities. 

1 Jan 2017 The assessment has indicated that there 
is minimal impact. Given the specialised 
nature and restrictions of public sector 
assets, the existing use is presumed to 
be the highest and best use (HBU), hence 
current replacement cost under AASB 13 
Fair Value Measurement is the same as the 
depreciated replacement cost concept 
under AASB 136. 

AASB 1058 Income 
of Not-for-Profit 
Entities

This standard replaces AASB 1004 
Contributions and establishes revenue 
recognition principles for transactions where 
the consideration to acquire an asset is 
significantly less than fair value to enable to 
not-for-profit entity to further its objectives. 

1 Jan 2019 The assessment has indicated that revenue 
from capital grants that are provided 
under an enforceable agreement that have 
sufficiently specific obligations, will now be 
deferred and recognised as performance 
obligations are satisfied. As a result, the 
timing recognition of revenue will change.
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Glossary

A&O Committee Accountability and Oversight Committee

Audit Act Audit Act 1994

CCO Act Crimes (Controlled Operations ) Act 2004

CPO Coercive powers order

DEDJTR Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources

DELWP Department of Environment , Land, Water, and Planning

DPC Department of Premier and Cabinet

EAP Employee Assistance Program

FOI Act Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Vic)

Fisheries Act Fisheries Act 1995

FTE Full time equivalent

GMA Game Management Authority

IBAC Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission

IBAC Act Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011

IBAC Committee Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Committee

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

MCIP Act Major Crime (Investigative Powers) Act 2004

MCIP Regulations Major Crime (Investigative Powers) Regulations 2015

OH&S Occupational Health & Safety

Ombudsman Act Ombudsman Act 1973

OPI Office of Police Integrity

OVIC Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner

PD Protected Disclosure

PD Act Protected Disclosure Act 2012

PDLG Protected Disclosure Liaison Group

PIM Public Interest Monitors

PIM Act Public Interest Monitor Act 2011

SD Act Surveillance Devices Act 1999

TIA Act Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979

TISP Act Telecommunications (Interception) (State Provisions) Act 1988

VAGO Victorian Auditor General’s Office

VFA Victorian Fisheries Authority

VI Victorian Inspectorate

VI Act Victorian Inspectorate Act 2011

VIPP Victorian Industry Participation Policy 

VPS Victorian Public Sector

VPSC Victorian Public Sector Commission

Wildlife Act Wildlife Act 1975
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